
incorporate quantitative estimates of abundances or rates, derived
from experiment or field observations, into the moJel and to make
predictions of the likely behaviour of the system under varying
conditions, particularly when we are concerned with fue introduction
or alteration of measures to control infection or disease.

It is the step oí translation from verbal or diagrammatic description
into a formal mathernatical framework that arouses the deepest
suspicions amongst medical or public health workers. Quite naturaliy
this response is in part a consequence afilie use of, what is to many, a
strange symbolism to describe familiar verbal or conceptual identities.
Itmust be remembered, however, thatma$ematicsis the mostprecise
languagewe have available forscientific study and once a problem is
formulated in mathematical terms many techniques are available to
pursue the logical consequences of the stated assumptions. The clear
and unambiguous statement of assumptions is of course a particular
attribute of mathematical, as opposed to verbal, description. Excessive
use of symbolism or formal methods of analysis can confuse as
opposed to clarify and it must be admitted that some sections of fue
mathematical epidemiologic3l literature have drifted from their
original moorings and sail free from the constraints of data or
relevance. But to jump from this observation to the belief that
mathematical models have nothing to contribute in practice to fue
design of publi¡: health programmes is a mistake. Sensibiy used,
mathematical models are no more and no less than tools for thinking
about things in a precise way.

The second area of suspicion, aside from symbolism, concems
simplification. A frequent criticism of mathematical work in epidemi-
ology is that moJel formulation involves toa many simplifying
assumptions despite known biological complexity. This is citen true,
and needs to be remedieci, but it is in part a consequence of the infancy
of the discipline and, in some cases, a result of inadequate quantitative
understanding oí a particular problem. There are, however, two
important counter-arguments to fue criticism oí simplification.
Firstly and most importantly, it is often the case in biological study
that a few processes dominate fue generation of observed pattern
despite the fact that many more can, to. a lesser degree, influence fue
outcome. The identification of fue dominant processes is an import-
ant facet of model constmction and, what is termed, sensitivity
analysis. The second point concerns scientific method. The process of
understanding the consequences of a series of simple assumptions and
building upon this by slowly adding complexity is directiy analogous
to the laboratory scientist's approaCh oí carefully controlling most
variables and allowing a few to vary in a planned designo Careful1y
building complexity on a simple framework can greatly facilitate our

Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to show how simple mathematical models of

the transmission of infectious agents within human communities can
help to aid the interpretation of observed epidemiological trends, to
guide the collection of data towards further understanding, and to

help in the design of programmes for the control of infection and

disease. A central theme is to improve understanding oí the interplay
between the variables that determine the typical course of infection
within an individual and: fue variables that control fue pattem of

infection and disease within communities of people. Ibis theme

hinges on an understanding of fue basic similarities and differences
between different infections in terms oí fue number of population
variables (and consequent equations) needed for a sensible charac-
terization of the system, fue typical relations between the various rate

parameters (such as birth, death, recovery, and trarismission rates),
and the forro oí expression that captures fue essence oí the

transmission process.
Model construction, whether mathematical, verbal, or diagram-

matic. is in principIe the conceptual reduction of a complex biological
or population-based process into a more simple idealized and easily
understandable sequence of events. Consequently, fue use oí math-
ematical modelling as a descriptive and interpretative tool is a very
common exercise in scientific study. Its use, therefore, in epiderni-
ological study should not be viewed as intrinsically difficult or beyond
fue comprehension oí those trained in medical or biological disci-

plines. The reductionist approach, inherent in model construction,
which hdps to define processes clearly and identify fue most
important components of a system, is employed in manyareas oí
public health research and practice; The following situations, for
example, are alllikely to involve, at fue very least, the implicit use of

models to simplify and aid understanding: the assessment of fue cause
and severity of sporadic epidernics of SalmoneUa or hepatitis A virus

food poisoning or Legionnaires' disease; fue cost -effectiveness analysis
of various measures used to combat an infection within a hospital,
within a community, countrywide, or globally; or fue identification of

fue factors that control fue maintenance of an endernic infection

within a community.
Most epidemiological problems, by definition, are concerned with

the study of populations and so involve quantitative scores oí, for

example, abundances and rates of spread. Thus it is invariably
necessary to convert any descriptive modd of process into a more
formal mathematical framework so that we work with numbers and
not words. The use of a more formal structure enables us to

Anderson R, Nokes DJ: Mathematica/ mode/s oftransmission and control (ch.
6.14). In: Detels R, McEwen J; Beaglehole R and Tanaka H. (eds). Oxford
Textbook of Public Health. New York: Oxford University Press. Fourth edition
Vo/ume 2. 2002
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understanding of the major factors that influence or control a
particular process or pattern.

The chapter is organized as follows. The second section following
this introduction provides a briefreview of fue historical development
of mathematical epidemiology and outlines the types of infection that
will be considered in latter sections. The third section addresses the
problems of model construction, design, and application. The fourth
section examines the rnajor concepts in quantitative epidemiology
that have been derived from mathematical study, such as threshold
host densities for the persistence of an infection, the basic repro-
ductive rate, and herd irnmunity. In the fifth section methods are
explored by which to obtain some of the basic epidemiological
parameters from empirical observation. The sixth section turns to
applied problems and considers the use of models in the design of
control strategies for infection and disease, and the futal section is
reserved for concluding thoughts. Throughout, mathematical details
are kept to a bare mínimum and the reader interested in technical
details of model construction and analysis is referred to papers in
specialist journals.

behaviour (Anderson and May 1982), fue importance ofheterogeneity
in- transmission (Anderson and May 1985a).. fue formulation of
stochastic (probabilistic) models (Ball 1983), fue formulation of
models for indirectly transmitted infections with complex lifecycles
(Anderson and May 1985b; Rogers 1988), fue study of sexually
transmitted infections such as gonorrhoea and HIV (Hethcote and
Yorke 1984; Anderson et aL 1986; May and Anderson 1987), and fue
developmentof models for infectious agent transmission in develop-
ing countries with positive net human poPulation growth rates
(Anderson et aL 1988; McLean and Anderson 1988a,b)- Such
theoretical work is beginning to playa role in fue formulation of
public health policy (Babad et aL 1995) and fue design of control
programmes (Nokes and Anderson 1991) but there is a need in future
wor~ for greater emphasis on data-oriented studies that link theory
with observation.

In fue fol1owing sections we attempt to give a flavour of recent
work and to distil fue major condusions that have ernerged in
particular afeas. We have deliberately chosen to concentrate on
directly transmitted viral and bacteria! infections that constitute fue
majar infectious diseases of children in developed countries and, as a
consequence of fue recent pandemicof AIDS, sexual1y transmitted
infections. OUT reasons are simply that fue mathematical models are
more highly developed in fuese fields by comparison with others (e.g.
vector-borne infections), that theory has dose contact with empirical
epidemiological data in fuese afeas, and that moJel structure is
somewhat simpler than for other infections such as metazoan

parasites.

Model construction

Definition of terms

Epidemiology
Epidemiology as a subject is concerned with the study of the
'behaviour' of an infection or disease within a population or
populations of hosts (= humans). 'Behaviour' refers to observed
pattems such as the incidence (the rate at which new cases arise or are
reported) of infection or disease. Examples of 'behaviour' are
epidemics (a rige and subsequent fall in incidence) and endemicit;y
(the stable maintenance ofinfection within the human community).
The aim of the discipline is to determine the underiying processes and
understand the interactions between thern, that generate observed
pattems (e.g. the rate of spread of infection and the pattern of
susceptibility to infection). Epidemiology is a quantitatiye discipline
that draws on statistical techniques for pararneter estimation and
mathematical methods for delineating the dynarnic changes that occur
through time, across age classes, or ayer different spatiallocations. The
discipline also makes use of modero molecular (e.g. DNA probes and
polymerase chain reaction) and immunological (measures of the
abundances of antibodies specific to an infectious agent's antigens)
techniques for the detection and quantification of current and past
infection or disease.

Historical perspective
The application of mathematics to the study of infectious disease
appears to have been initiated by Daniel Bemoulli in 176(;) when he
used a mathematical rnethod to evaluate fue effectiveness of the
techniques of variolation against smallpox (Bemoillli 1760). Further
interest did not occur until fue rniddle of the nineteenth centurywhen,
in 1840, William Farr effectively fitted a normal curve to smoothed
quarterly data on deaths ftom smallpox in England and Wales ayer fue
period 1837 to 1839 (Farr 1840). This empirical approach was further
developed by John Brownlee (1906) who considered in detail fue
'geometry' of epidernic curves. The origins of modern mathematical
epiderniology owe muro to fue work ofHamer, Ross, Soper, KennaCk,
and McKendriCk who, in different ways, began to formulate specific
theories about the transmission of infectious disease in simplebut
precise mathernatical statements and to investigate fue propertiés of
the resulting models (Ross 1911; Kerrnack and McKendriCk 1927;
Soper 1929). The work ofHamer (1906), Ross (1911), Soper (1929),
and KermaCk and McKendriCk (1927) led to oneofthe comerstones of
modero mathernatical epiderniology via fue hypothesis that fue course
of an epidernic depends on fue late of contact between sU&:ceptI"ble and
infectious individuals. This led to fue so-called 'mass-action' principie
in which fue net rate of spread of infection is assumed to be
proportional to the density of susceptible people multiplied by the
density of infectious individuals. In tum this principIe generated the
celebrated threshold theory according to which fue introduction of a
few infectious individuals into a community of suscepti~les will not
give rise to an epidernic outbreak unless the density or number of
susceptibles is above a certain critical value (see the review by Fine

(1993».
Since fuese early beginnings fue growth in fue literature has been

very rapid and reviews have been published byBailey (1975), BeCker
(1979), Anderson and May(1985c, 1991), Di~ (1987). andScottand
Smith (1994). In more recent work there has been an emphasis on fue
application of control theory to epidemic models (Wickwire 1977),
the study of the spatial spread of fue disease (Cliff et aL 1993), fue

investigation of fue rnechanisms underlying recurrent epidemic

Populations
The definition anddescription of fue host and parasite populations is
of obvious importance in epidemiological studies. A population is an
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assemblage of organisms of the same species (or genetic type etc.)
wbich occupy a defined point or points in the plane created by fue
dimensions of space and time. The basic unit of suchpopulations is
the individual organism (i.e. parasite or human host). Populations
mar be divided (= stratified) into a series of categories or classes, the
members of which possess a unifying character or characters such as
age, sex, or their stage of development. Such subdivisions mar be
made on spatial or temporal criteria to distinguish a local population
from a larger assemblage. The boundaries in space, time, and genetic
constitution between different populations are often vague, but it is
important to define what constitutes the 'study population' as dearly
as possible.

The natural history of infection

Mathernatical models are often used to depict the rate of spread or
transmission of an infectious agent through a defined human
community. For their formulation threebr.oad classes of information
are required.

l. The modes and rates of transmission of the agent.
'"

2. The typical cours~" of events within an individual following
"

infection. ,!'
3. The demographic \iind social characteristics of the human

community.
The mode of transmission (i.e. direct, indirect, horizontal, vertical,

etc.) is of obvious importance (Table 1), but if there is more than one
route the relative efficienq of each in determining overall trans-
mission must be understood. When considering microparasitic
infections (e.g. viruses, bacteria.. and protozoa that multiply direCtly
within fue host) it is gene rally not possible to measure the pathogen
abundance within t.ile host (i.e. the burden or intensity of infection).
However, following invasion it is important to obtain quantitative
information on the typical durations of the latent and infectious
periods of the infection and the incubation period of the disease it
induces: As depicted in Fig. 1, fue latent penad is defined as the

average period'of time from the point of infection to the point when an
individual becomes infectious to others, the infectious period denotes
the average period over which an infected person is infectious to
others, and the incubation period defines the average period from
infection: to the app~rance of sympt~ms of disease. In practice all
these perjods are variable be~een iDdividuals, depending on factors
such as fue size of the inoculum of the infectious agent that initiates
infection, fue genetic backgroundofhost and parasite, past experience
of infections, and the nutritional status of fue host. The use of an
average is an economy of thought and where knowledge permits
models should bebased on distributed latent and infectious periods.
In some instances fue infectious period may be influenced by patient
management practices such as the confinement of an infected person
once symptonis of infection are diagnosed (e.g. measles and

tuberculosis).
.There are instances in fue case ofviral and bacterial infections when

a knowledge of pathogen abundance within blood, excretions,
secretions, and other tissues or organs of fue host can be ofimportance
in determining the infectivity of an 'infected person to susceptible
contacts. A good example is provided by HIV -l. Current evidence
suggests that the infectiousness of an infected person varíes greatly
over the long and variable incubation period of the disease AIDS that
fue virus induces (Fig. 2). It is believed on fue basis ofrecorded
fluctuations in HIV antigenaemia that a short period of high
infectiousness occurs shortlyafter infection, followed by a long period
of low to negligible infectiousness (perhaps many years) before
infectiousness again increases as fue infected patient develops symp-
toms of AIDS (Anderson and May 1988). In these cases rather
complex models are required to mirror the natural history of infection
(Anderson 1988).

The human immune response to infection, its ability to confer
protection against reinfection, and fue duration of this protection
have important implications for model construction. For fue majority
of childhood viral infections the assumption of lifelong immunity
following recovery appears to be correcto However, as one moves up a
scale of parasite structural (antigenic) complexity from viruses to
bacteria to protowa in general fue duration of acquired in1munity~

<a

'E:
<D
<a
c
<D

.Q)

C«

Months Years
lime after infection

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the typical time-course of an acúte viral
or bacterial infection in a host individual and the corresponding progression

through infection classes (note the different time durations within each of
these classes). (Source: Nokes and Anderson 1988.)

Fig. 2 Possible changes in HIV-1 concentration in !he blood of an infected
individual (antigenaemia) and in !he associated degree ofinfectiousness
during !he long incubation period of AIOS .
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Tabie 1 Epidemiological classification of infectious diseases of public health importance.in developed countries

Microb

Viruses

Protozoa
RubeUa, hepatitis B, cytomegalovirus, retroviruses

Toxoplasma gondi;

HORIZONTAL

Direct
Clase cantact Micro

viruses Measles, mumps, rubella, Epstein-Barr virus, herpes simplex-1, respiratory
syncytial virus, influenza-2, varicelta, common cold
Diphtheria, pertussis, bacteria! meningitis

Enterobius verniicutaris (pinworm)

BacteriaMacro'

Nematodes

Environmental
Hepatitis A. polio, Coxsackie

Tetanus, ShigeUa. SalmoneUa, typhoid, cholera, Legionnaires'disease

Giardia intestinalis, amoebiasis

Micro

Viruses
Bacteria

Protozoa

Macro

Nematode~ Pinworm

Micro

Viruses

Bacteria

Protozoa

Sexual

Hepatitis B. HIV. herpes simplex-2. Cytomegalovirus
Neisseria gonorrhaeae. syphilis
Tridlomonas vagínalis

Not direct
Via other host species

(zoonoses) Rabies

Toxoplasmo gondii

Micro
Virus

Protozoa

Macro
Nematodes

Cesto des

Toxocara spedes

T aenia so/ium. T. saginata. Echinococcus granulosus (hydatid)

Vector-bomed Micro
Viruses

Bacteria

Protozoa

Hepatitis B, HIV, Venezuelan equine encephalitis

Yers;n;a species (plague)

Plasmod;um species (malaria)

'Inclusive of trGnsplacental and penna.taf infection.

"Micropa.rasites a.ne those tha.t multiply dinectly within the host individl¡a.I. usua.lly nesulting in a.cute infections and subsequent durable immunity to neinfection.

'Macroparasites are larger parasites whose neproductive stages pass out of the hos!. Infection intensity is thus a. process of a.ccumulation, and can be mea.suned as worm burden.

dNeedle transmission is induded.

Demographic and behavioural characteristics of the human com-
munity are usually important i~ the study of transmission dynamics.
For infections that confer lifelong immunity on host recoyery the rate
of input by births of new susceptibles will influence the oyerall pattem
of infection in a cornrnunity. Similarly, fue rate of transrnission of
'close contact' infections (Table 1) will depend upon fue degree of
mixing between individuals and the density and age distribution oí
susceptibles and those infected. Heterogeneity in behaviour within a

cornmunity is oí particular importance in the study of sexually
transmitted infections since rates of sexual partner change vary greatly
between individuals (Johnson et al. 1992, 1994). More generallY,

decreases. For certain infections, such as gonorrhoea, acquired
imrnunity is absent while for many protozoan infections it is of short
duration (e.g. Plasmodium sp.). The inability to develop effective
imrnunity is often related to fue genetic diversity of fue infectious
agent population (antigenic diversity) such that infection with one
genetic strain fails to protect against invasions by another (e.g.
Neisseria gonon-hoea, Neisseria meningitidis, and influenza viruses).
The question of immunity can be complicated by a degree of
cross-immunity (non-specific in character) resulting from infection
by dissimilar organisms (e.g. many bacteria! infections of fue

respiratory tract).

"
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and bioch~mistry are generating new techniques which mar be of
value in the near future). As s~ch, the most useful unit is that of the
infected host which alIows fue human community to be stratified on
the basis of whether individuals are susceptible, infected but not yet
infectiouS (= latent or pre-:patent), infectious, and recovered
(; imrnun~ in "the case of many vira! ilÍfections). Infection mar be
detected directly (e.g. DNA probes, virus, or bacteria! culture) or
indirectly by the presence of antibodies specific to pathogen antigens
(serologica! and salivary tests). Seropositivity does not necessarily
discnminate between infected and recovered individuals, but for
many vira! and bacteria! infectioDS serological surveys of a population,
perhaps stratified by age, sex, and other variables carried out
longitudinalIy (through time via cohort monitoring) or horizontalIy
(across age classes) provide a key measure of transmission and the
broad epiderniological characteristics of the infection.

heterogeneity in any behaviour, whether sexual or social mixing, must
be captured in model formulation.

1t wiIl be clear from the preceding comments that muro quantitat-
ive detail about the natural histoiy of infection must be understood for
accurate model formulation. In many instances such detall is not
available, but model formulation can greatly facilitate OUT ~owledge
of what needs to be understood to define the transmissiondynamics of
a given infection. With respect to many childhood viral and bacterial
inIections, such as measles, rubella, mumps, pertussis, and diphtheria,
a great deal is understood about fue natural history and, hence, muro
of the work on mathematical models has focused on those infections.
Their direct route of transmission, their tendency to induce lifelong
immunity, plus, in most cases, the availability of serological 'or
virological techniques to detect past or current infection facilitates the
acquisition of quantitative data.

Units of measurement

The unit of measurement employed in epidemiological study depends
on fue type of infection. The most basic unit is that of the individual
parasite. As already discussed, in most cases this unit is not a
practicable option for 111Ícroparasitic organisms due to difficulties in
detection and quantification (however, advances in molecular biol.ogy

What models describe

At any point in time a population mar be classified by the demity or
number of susceptible, infected, and immune individuals. With the
passing of time and concomitantly as individuals age, people mar
move from one infection class to the nen. As such, with the
recruitment of new susceptibles by birth and, in some cases, the loss of

(e)

(a) Susceptible Latent Infectious Immune

(b) Latent Infectjou~

(e)

Fig. 3 Flow diagrams used to describe the movement of individuals within populations compartmentalized according to infection stat:us t:o particular parasitic
agents. (a) Simple model for infections inducing lasting immunity (e.g. measles, mumps, rubella, yellow fever, and poliomyelitis) or (b) in which immunity is
transient and individuals subsequently return to the susceptible pool (e.g. Neisseria gonorrhoea, typhoid, cholera, Trichomonas vaginaüs). (c) Many infections
persist within t:he host for long periods of t:ime, during which t:he infect:ed individual mar remain infectious (1), as is the case for carriers of hepatitis B virus,
gonorrhoea. SalmoneUa typhi, and Treponema patüdum (syphilis), chronic tuberculosis patients, or during recrudescence of herpes viruses and malaria. The
epidemiological importance of this characteristic is that it enables !:he perpetuation of such infections in low density communities (see discussion of the mass-
action principie in the text). For other infections immunity is defence against disease but not: asymptomatic reinfection (2) from which new infectious individuals
arise (e.g. Haemophiüs influenzoe and Neisseria meningitidis). (d) Vaccinat:ion (3) has the effect: of t:ransferring individuals direct:ly from !:he suscept:ible to the
immune ctass. (e) More detailed descript:ion of t:he 1:ransmission dynamics of an acute microparasitic infect:ion which explicitly accounts for birt:hs and deaths in
the population. AlI neonates are bom possessing maternaUy derived protect:ive antibody. The net birth rate is assumed to equal the sum of!:he net dea!:h rates
for each subpopulation (compartment), that is, births = ¡.IN. where N = M + X + H + y + Z = constant: population size. The per capita rat:es defining movement

between infection classes are described in the text.
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irnmunity, fue population structure is a dynamic process with
individuals flowing from one class to fue next. Mathematical models
of transmission attempt to capture fue dynarnic nature of fuese
changes in fue form of difference (discrete time steps) or differential

(continuous time) equations (Scott and Smith (1994) give a simple
introduction). With respect to microparasitic infections where fue
population is stratified or compartmentalized by infection status, fue
resulting models are often referred to as compartmental models. The
types and numbers of compartments will depend upon fue type of
infectious agent and fue details of its natural or life history. A number
of examples are recorded in Fig. 3 in fue form of flow diagrarns. These
diagrams form a useful intermediary step between biological compre-
hension and mathematical formulation.
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Fig. 4 The proportions of a population who are in the susceptible. infected
(either latent or infectious). and immune classes for a typical childhood viral
infection. In chis example, which is based on measles, me force of infection,
A = 0.2 per year (corresponding to an average age at infection of 5 years)

and the rate of movement from the latent class. cr. and recovery from
infectiousness. y. is 52 per year (corresponding to an a~erage duration of
stay in each of these infected classes of 1 week). Note that the proportion
of the population in the info:cted classes is always much less than that in the
susceptibleor the immune classes (Fig. 1).

Population rates of flow

Following fue introduction of an infection into a stable population fue
number or densíty of ihdívíduals withíri fue varíous ínfection
compartments will depend on fue rates of flow between compart-
ments such as ínfection and recovery rates. The sÍze of a population in
a SPf;cific compartment wil1 depend on fue magnitude of those rates
that determine fue entry and duration ofstay. In general, fue shorter

fue duration of stay (the hígher fue rate of leavíng) in a particular
compartment fue smaller fue síze of die populatíon in that category
(the inverse relationship between 'standing crop' and 'rate of
turnover'). rf the infection attains a stable endemic equilibrium "in fue
human community, fue net input into each compartment wil1 exactly
balance fue net output. The relative numbers in each compartment
will be directlyrelated tothe duration of stay. Thus, for example, in fue
case of endemic measles in a developed country where irnmunity is
lifelong (manydecades), indíviduals remain in fue susceptible dass for
an average of 4 to 5 years and in the latent and infectious dasses for a
few days (say 7 days on average in each). As such, most people are in
fue irnmune dass, followed by fue suscepuole dass, and few
indíviduals at any point in time are in fue latent and infectious dasses.
Figure 4 provides a diagramrnatic representation of this point.

A formal demonstration of the influence of rates of flow (or
durations of stay) on fue proportion of susceptibles, those infected,
and imrnunes in a population is made possible by fue translation of the
flow diagram of movement between compartm~ts (Fig. 3) into a set
of coupled differential equations. Typically, these describe the rates of
change with respect to time (or age or both) of fue densities of infants
with mateinally derived imrnunity (due to maternal antibodies),
susceptibles, infect~ds not yet infectious, infectious indíviduals, and
irnmunes, denoted respectively by M(t), X(t), H(t), Y(t), and Z(t) at
time t (Fig.. 3(e)). In writing clown fuese equations we need to define
fue rates of flow between compartments by a series of symbols. For

example, in common notation O (delta) defines the loss of materna1ly
derived irnmunity, i.e. fue average per person rate of loss of passive
protection. The absolute rate ofloss from or movement out of class M
(Fig. 3) requires that the per capita rate (i.e. person/unitof time) be
multiplied by fue sÍze of fue M subpopulation, that is oM (which has
units of persons/unit of time). If O is the per capita tate of movement
out df class M then fue ~verage duration -of matemally derived
immunity is l/O. These principIes apply to the other rate terms shown
in Fig. 3(e). Hence, using conventional symbols, 13 (beta) is the
transmission coefficient that defines the probability of contact and
infection transfer between a susceptible and infectious person, (J

(sigrna) defines the per carita rate of leaving the latent class (average
latent period l/a), y (gamma) the per capita rate of leaving dIe
infectious class (average infectious period l/y), and ¡! (mu) the natural
per carita mortality rate (l/¡! is average life expectancy). For
developed countries' it is commonly assumed that p~pulation size is
approximately constant such that net births exactiy balance net deaths.
Tberefore the net death rate, J1N (where N is the total population size
M + X +H + Y + Z) is equated by births (hence the term mN for births
in Fig. 3( e)). Additionally, it is assumed that infection does not induce
an extra case mortality rate over and above natural mortality. WidI
this notation we can define the equations for M, X, H, Y, and Z as

dM/dt = J1N -(o + Il)M (1)

dX/dt = óM -(!3Y + ¡!)X (2)

dH/dt l3XY -(a + ¡!)H (3)

dY/dt=aH-(Y+Il)Y (4)

dZ/dt= yY -IJZ. (5)

In these equations, which constitute a simple model of infection
transmission, do/dt simply refers to the rate oichange of the number
or density of individuals in aclass (M, X, H, Y, or Z) with respect to

(over) time. The right-hand side of each of fuese equations then

expresses precisely what the cate of change is. For a simple introduc-
tion to the definition, manipulation, and interpretation of such
differential equations in dIe epidemiological context, the reader is

retened to Scott and Smith(1994). The major assumptions incorpor-
ated in fue above equation$ are that the net rate of infection I3xY is
proportional to the density of susceptibles multiplied bythe density of
infectious. individuals, that individuals leave each compartrnent at a

constant per capita late (othei than for fue susceptible class, X, (see
below» because it is assumedthat fue per person rates o, ¡!, a, and y,
do not change over time, and tbat net births exactly balance net deaths
(reasonably accuratc for developed countries). To explore what
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fuese assumptions imply in terms of fue dynamics of transmission and
fue numbers or proportions of individuals in each class we need to
solve fuese equations either analytically to obtain explicitly
expressions for M(t), X(t), H(t), Y(t), and Z(t) in terms of fue rate
parameters and fue variable time (t) or numerically tI? generate
projections of changes in fue numbérs in each compartment through
time (ScottandSmith 1994). In thetase ofsimple models we can often
obtain exact analytical solutions as is fue case for fue equation for M(t)
in fue model defined byeqns (1) to (5). The solution gives us fue
number of infants with maternaliy derived protection at time t, M(t):

M(t) ~ {(J1N)/(~ + 0)[1- e-(JL +8)t]} + M(O)e-(j1 -8)t (6)

where M(O) is fue number protected at time t = O.
More generaliy, fue complexity of fue life histories of niany

infections makes analytical s01ution difficult or impossible and
numerical methods are required. Modern computers make light work
of very complex systems of equations describing disease transmission
and many software packages are available for fue solution of sets of
differential equations andnow for model making. Nevertheless, in
fuese cases some general analytical insights can be obtained by
examining fue equilibrium propertiesof fue model which is done by
settingthetime derivatives'(i.e. thed/dt) equal tolero, thatis such that
fueTe are assumed to b~ no further changes in fue number of
individuals within each i~~ction class because fue flows into and out
of any one category are equal. These equations can then be solved to
determine fue numbers at equilibrium (i.e. at stable endemicity) in
each class (referred to as M*, X*, H*, r, and 2*). Por example, in fue
simple modd of eqns (1.) to (5) by simple algebraic manipulation we
obtain

M* ~ ¡1N/(0 +~) (7)

X* == (cr + ~)(y + ~)/~ (8)

H* == (y + ~)r/cr (9)

r = (OM"' -¡J.X*)/~X* -(10)

2* == yr/~ (11)

where -N is fue constant representing the total population size. These
equilibrium solutions illustrate how fue various rate parameters that
detenriine flow between .compartrnents influence fue numbers of
individuals in each compartment when the infection is at an endemic
steady state. Por example, based upon dIe assumptions in OUT modd
for an arete childhood infection (eqns (1)-(5», we can suggestthat at
endemit equih"brium fue number or density of individuals in the
maternal antibody class, M* , is directly dependent upon fue net rate of
births (where births equaldeaths, J1N) and inverse1yrdated to the rate
of10ss from fue class (o + ~) (where 1/(0 + ~) is fue average duration
in fue maternal antibody protected class).

infection in individual patients (e.g. measures of change in vira!
abundance during the courseof infection) or by detailed household
studies of case- to-case transmission. Statistical methodology plais an

important role in this instance since; as noted earlier; latent,

infectious, -an.ci incubation periods ar.e rarely const¡lnt from one
individual- to the next. StatiStical esiimation procedures have been
developed to help derive summary statistics of these distributions (e.g.
means and-variances) (Bailey 1975).

Invariably, the most difficult paran1eter to estímate is the trans-
mission coefficient 13 (see eqn (2)), which is a measure of the rate of
contact between members of a populatipn plus the likelihood of
infection resulting from contacto In some cases, such as certain

sexually transmittedfufections (e.g. gonorrhoea), direct estimates can
be obtained via ¿ontacttracing methods (Hethcote and Yorke 1984).
More commonly, indirect methods must be employed, often them-
selves based on model formulation and analysis. A simple example

employs the model defined in the previous section byeqns (1) to (5).
We can define the component!3Y ofthe transmission term as the per
capita rate at which susceptibles (X) acquire infection. This rate is
commonly referred to as the 'force of infection' and denoted by the
symbol A (lambda). Analysis of the model reveals that the average age
at which an individual typicallyacquires infection,A, is approximately
related to the force of infection by the expression

A -= l/A.. (12)

Hence ifwe can estimateA from an age-stratified serological profile
or from age-defined case-notificatíon records (Box 1) we-can, via eqn
(12), estímate A.. More generallYi this rate often varíes with age and
more complex methods of estimation must be employea given good

age-stratified serological data (see Grenfell and Anderson 1985). Put
in simple terms, if the proportion susceptible at agea + 1 is x( a + 1)
then the force of infection over the age interval a ~a + 1 (defined per
unít of age) is simply

A. = -ln[x(a + l)/x(a)]. (13)

With serol~cal data finely stratified byage, under the assumption
that the infection confers lifelong immunity upon recovery, eqn (13)
can be used to estímate how A. changes with age in a given community.
Por most childhood viral and bacterial infections A. is a function of age,
changing from low values in infant classes to high in child to young
teenage classes back to low in adult age classes (Fig. 5). This is thought
to reflect pattems of intimate contact via attendance at school ahd piar
activities.

Further complications mar arise if rates of contact or transmission

vary through time, perhaps due to seasonal factors such as the
aggregation and dispersal of children at term and school holiday
periods (Yorke eraL 1979; Anderson 1982; Bolker and Grenfell1993).
The problems of paran1eter estimation are considered in more detail
in a later section.Parameter estimation

The preceding section provided a clear illustration 9f the numerous

parameters that are necessary to define even the simplest model of
direct transmissiotl within ahuman community. T o make the best use
of a model it is desirable to have available estimates for each of the

parameters for a given infection. Some, such as the demographic rates
ofbirth and mortality and total population size, can be easilyobtained
vía national census databases (usually finely stratified by age and sex in

developed countries). Others. such as the average latent and infectious
periods, must be determined either by clínica! studies of the course of

Concepts in quantitative epidemiology

The incidence of infection and disease

Transmission by direct contact and the law of mass action

When close contact J;>etween infectious and susceptible individuals is
necessary for transmission, the number of new cases in a population
which alise in a unit of time (i.e. incidence of infection) is often
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Fig. 5 Examples of the age-dependent nature of the per susceptible rate of transmission for common childhood viral and bacterial infections. Graphs (a) and
(b) derive from horizontal cross-sectional serological surveys in the United Kingdom. of rubella (Nokes et aL 1986) and mumps (Anderson et aL 1987)

respeCtively. Graphs (c) and (d) provide estimates based on case-notification data for England and Wa!es for whooping cough (Anderson and May 1985b) and
measles (Grenfell and Anderson 1985) respeCtively.

assumed to beapproxirnately given by fue density (ornumber) of
susceptibles, X, m~tiplied bythe density (or number) of infectious
persons, Y, multiplied by fue probability of an effective (infectious)
contact between an infectious person arid a susceptible, [3 (i.e. [3XY).
This relationship is commonly referred to as the 'law of mass action'
by analogy with particles colliding within an ideal gas system (Box 2).
The basic assumption implicit in this concept is that the population
mixes in a random manner (often referred to as homogeneous
mixing). The term [3XY which describes net transmission is fue major
non-linear expression in most compaitmental models of directly
transmitted viral and bacterial infections. It is, of course, a crude
approximation of what actually occurs in human communities ;and
more realistic refinements of this assumption are discussed in later
sections. However, it provides a convenient point of departure for
model construction and analysis.

These biological properties involve factors such as the virulence of fue
infectious agent and the genetic background plus the nutritional status
oi the human host.

Incidence estimates

The incidence of infection, 1, can be measured by direct observation of
new cases, such as notifications of measles or pertussis. Unfortunately,
however, measures of incidence tell us nothing about the respective
densities of susceptibles or infectious people, nor the magnitude of the
transmission coefficient 13. It is cornmon practice in epidemiology for 1
to be expressed as tbe number of cases per unit of population (usua1ly
100000 people in a defined class, such as age or sex) over a defined
period of time such as 1 year (e.g. 5/100000 per annum). Such
measures are often referred to as attack rates (AR). However, they are a
iather poor measure of fue intensity of transmission within a
population since they take no account of fue proportion of the
cominunity (or age or sex class) that is susceptible to infection (Box 3).
A better measure of fue rate at which susceptibles acquire infection is
provided by a parameter termed 'fue force of infection' cornmonly
denoted by fue symbol A.. It simply defines the probability that a
susceptible individual will acquire infection ayer a short period of time
(i.e. a per susceptible (== per capita) rate of infection) and, in fue
terminology of the mass-action principIe, is defined as A == 13 Y. Here 13

~ght be thoUght of as the force of infection for one infectious person

The transmission coefficient 13

The probability of transmission, [3, is made up of two components,
namely fue rate at which contacts occur between susceptible and
infectious persons and fue likelihood that transmission will result
from a contacto Consequendy [3 is dependent on sociological and
behavioural factors within fue host population (i.e. r~te of mixing)
and the biological properties that determine fue infectiousness of an
infected person and fue susceptibility of an uninfected individual.
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Box 2 The law of mass action and the incidence of infection

f."'\agine susc~tib¡ear1diflfe~íl1divic;tl:Ja¡& behaving ~í~a¡gas

irifetti o u~ p!!! qpte) ; i\T1 d ~ 1sthec o llis!onc oeffide ritfor'tb e fa m\s.ti q n ,oí

~es
{í.e. new cases ofirifection) (~re-{~)).
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Gas P4:rtides (indiyidualS) are mixing in a .'homogen~us manner such
that GOllisíons (con:tcacts:) oc:¡¡vr at l'a!1dom. The iaw of:mass actíon
statesthat fue net@te of productionofnew motecules{i.e.ca$e$),.J. is

simply

1== j3XY.

The coefflcient j:i is a meá$Ute of (i) ~ rateat Whi¿h GOUisions
(contacts) occur and\i¡)the probabilitythat fue repellent forces Qf.the
gas ~ri:iclescan be OVef'come to produce new molecu!es;or; inthe
case ofinfection,the likelihood that a contact between a susceptible
and an infectiolJs peroonresults inthe transmission of infection,Under

theseassumption,s, th~ íricidenceof infectionwiíl be increased by
larger numbers (or d~es) ofinfectiousarid susc~ble Persons
and/or hígh probabilities (1$) oftransmission (figure (b)).

~ tC) ~
-1

(b)

in a community. Estimates of this rate A. can be derived from
age-stratified serological profiles or case notifications (Anderson and

May 1983, 1991; Grenfell and Anderson 1985) (Fig. 5).

Vaüdity of the mass-action principle

Despite the simplicity of fue notion óf homogeneous ~g implicit
in fue mass-action principIe of transmission, the predictions of simple
compartmental models based on this assumption often minar
observed epidemiological pattems surprisingly well (Anderson and

May 1982). In -part, this is a consequence of increased travel,
movement, and mixing withfu many societies in developed countries.
Measles epidemics, for example, are often synchronous in England
and Wales, with a clear distinction in all parts of these regions between

years ofhigh incidence and years oflow incidence (Fig. 6). Ho,vever,
the less able an infection is to spread through a particular population
(lower Ro, see be1ow) then themore important are slight deviations
from homogeneous mixing, resulting in a lower degree of synchrony

of epidemics in a country (Fig. 7). The assumption is most appropriate
for infections which are spread by close contact between individuals

such as respiratory infections transmitted by contaminated droplets
and nasopharyngeal secretions. In such cases, the survival of the
infectious agent in the external environment is of very short duration

(i.e. minutes). As such, there is no significant reservoir of infectious
stages to rnaintain transmission in the absence of infectious persona.

Many kinds of heterogeneities can invalidate fue mass-action
principIe and muro attention in recent years has been devoted to their
inclusion in compartmental models. The major sources are hetero-
geneities arising from age-related factors, that determine contact and
mixing patterns (i.e. 'who mixes with whom') and spatial factors such
as differences in popÚlation densities in urban and rural areas of a
country (Anderson and May 1984, 1991; May imd Anderson 1984).
Such sources of heterogeneity are very important in the design of
control policies based, for example, on mass vaccination and models

have been developed to assess their impacto
Heterogeneity in behaviour is of particular importance in fue study

of sexually transmitted infections such as gonorrhoea and HIV .One of
the major determinants of the rate of spread of such infections is the
distnoution of the rate of sexual-partner change within a defined

community (Fig. 8). These distributions are typically highly hete~-
geneous in character (i.e. the variance in the rate of partner change IS
muro greater in value than the mean rate of partner change) where

most people have few differentsexual'partners in a lifetime (~r. ~ver ~
defined period of time) and a few have very many. The actlVltle.s )
individuals in the 'tail' of the distribution (the highIy sexually active
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are clearly important for the persistence and spread of infection since
those with many partners are both more likely to acquire infection and
more likely to transmit it to others.

Simple theory based on compartmental models of the transmission
of irifections such as gonorrhoea and HIV assurnes that the net rate at
which infection is spread in, for e~ple, a male homosexual
community is deterrnined by the proportion of infectious persons

(YIN where N is the total size of the sexually active population)
multiplied by fue density of susceptibles (X) multiplied by a
transmission coefficient 13. This coefficient is defined as fue probability
that a sexual contact (per partner) results in transmission, B,
multiplied by fue effective rate of sexual-partner c'ríange, c (which
determines contacts). lf the population mixed homogeneously, this
effective rate would simply be the mean rate of sexual-partner change,

m. When great heterogeneity in rates of partner change is present
within a population the effective rate must be defined in terms of this
variability as well as the mean late of activity. lf we assume that the
population is divided into classes with different rates of partner change
and that partners are chosen (from any class) in proportion to their
representation in the population multiplied by fue rate of partner
change in each grou.p (an assumption of 'proportional mixing'
(Anderson et al. 1986; May and Anderson 1987; Garnett et aL 1992;
Gupta and Anderson 1992», then the effective rate ofpartner change,
c, is given by

c = m + (flm) (14)

where m is the mean rate of partner change and I is fue variance in fue
rateo The importance of variability in contact is clear from this simple
equation. For example, suppose the mean rate per year is unity but fue
variance is five times greater. rf we assumed that homogeneous mixing
occurred our estímate of fue effective rate would be 1, but if we take
account of heterogeneity the effective rate is six times as large. The
influence of the small proportion ofhighly sexually active individuals
OQ fue overall transmission cate is very significant.
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Transmission thresholds and the basic
reproductive rate of infection
The basic reproductive rate of infection Ro

A key measure of fue transmissibility of an infectious agent is provided
by a parameter tenIled fue basic reproductive rate (or, also in the
literature, basic reproduction number or ratio) and denoted by fue
symbol Ro. It measures the average number ofsecondary cases of
infection generated by one primary case in a susceptible population.

Fig. 6 The number of cases of measles reported each week in England and
Wales betWeen 1948 and 1968. (Source:Office of Popularion Census and

Surveys. Londan.)
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Fig. 8 Variation in die numbers of different sexual partners per year revealed from surveys of die male
homosexual and die heterosexual communities in die United Kingdom. 1986 (Anderson 1988). The
skewed distribution observed in each instance (an indication dlat aldlough the majority of individuals have
few partners. a few have very many). and the mean rate of sexual-partner change (indicated). are both of
significance to the perpetuation and rate of spread of sexually transmitted diseases in the community.

consequence of higher population densities and poorer living con-
ditions (McLean and Anderson 1988a).

Principles of control
The threshold condition for persistence of an infection, detined by
Ro= 1, captures the essenceof the problem of control. To eradicate aD
infection we must reduce the value of the basic reproductive rate
below unity. Similarly, to reduce incidence fue value of Ro must be
reduced beloyv- the level that pertains prior to the introduction of
control measures. Reductions can be achieved by reducing fue
infectious period D by, for ~ample, the isolation of infectious persons
(perhaps recognized by cliIiical symptoms of disease), reducing the

number or density of susceptibles, usuall}!: by immunization, and by
altering the social and behavioural factors that determine transmission
such as improving living conditions to reduce overcrowding (in fue
case of sexually transmitted infections, education can serve to reduce
rates of sexuaI-partner change oí: promote the use of condoms to

lower the probabilityoftransmission).

lts value is defined by fue number of susceptibles present with which
the primary case can come into contact (X) multiplied bythe length of
time the primary case is infectious to others, D, multiplied by the
transmission coefficient, !3 (rate of effective mixing):

Ro = !3XD. (15)

Note tbat Ro is a dimensionless quantity (i.e. the units of measurement
cancel out) tbat defines the potential to produce secondary cases (in a
totally susceptible population) per generation time (i.e. fue average
duration of the infection).

The basic reproductive rate is of major epidemiological signifi-
cance since the condition Ro = 1 defines a transmission threshold

below which the generation of secondary cases is insufficient to
maintain the infection within fue human cornmunity. For values
above unity fue infection will trigger an epidemic and, with a
continua! input of susceptibles, wiIl result in endemic persistence. A
further quantity of interest is the effective reproductive rate R which
defines the generation of secondary cases in a population which
contains susceptibles and irnmunes (as opposed to just susceptible
individuals). lf the prevalence or incidence of infection is stable
through time, fue effective reproductive rate R must equa! unity in
value a situation in which each primary case gives rise, on average, to a

single secondary infectious individual

Factors that influence Ro

The simple expression Ro = ~ (appropriate for directly transmitted
infections under the máss-action assumption) provides a framework
for assessing how different epidemiological factors influence trans-
mission success. Clearly, hightransmission coefficients, long periods
of infectiousness, and high densities of susceptibles enhance fue
generation of secondary cases. Note that its value depends not onIy on
fue properties that define fue course of infection in an individual (i.e.
fue duration of infectiousness, D), but also on attributes Qf fue ~ost
population such as the density of susceptibles, X, and fue compone~t
of ~ that determines fue rate of contact or mixing. A good example of
fue influence of population leve! characteristics is provided by fue rate
oftransrnission afilie measles virus inurban centres in developed and
developrng countries. The more rapid rise in fue proportion of
children who have experienced infection, with age, in developing
countries by comparison with developed regions is in part a

The th.reshold density of susceptibles
It is clear from fue definition of Ro given above that to maintain fue
value of fue basic reproductive rate above unity fue density of
susceptibles in fue population mwt exceed a critica! value. More
precisely, this criticallevelXT is (for the mass-action assumption)
obtained by setting Ro = 1 in eqn (15) and rearranging:

~ = 1/~D. (16)

The aim of mass vaccination, aside from protecting fue individual, is
to lower fue density oí susceptI"ble people ín fue population. If
eradication is the aim of control then fue density oí susceptibles must
be reduced to less than ~ in value.

Critical community size

Themagnitu!ie of Ro and, concomitantly, fue size of fue threshold
density of susceptibles determines whether or not an epidemic of an
infection will occur when introduced into a given community. In
practice, however, for infections that induce lasting immunity in those
who recover, fue long-term endemi¿ persistence of infection will
depend on fue renewal of fue supply of susceptibles by new births or,
to a lesser extent, byimmigration. As such, fue net birth rate in a

50
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theoretically. 1f, as stated earlier, the incidence of cases of a sexually
transmitted disease is defineCl as

1 == BcXYlN .(18)

then following the introduction 9f a single infectious person (Y == 1),

infectious over a penad D, into a totallysusceptible population (N ==
X), the nuinber of secondary cases will be represented byeqn (17).

Tb,e dependence upon the number of susceptibles is lost. Biologi-
cally this is more difficult to grasp, but it does seem reasonable that the
rate of sexual-partner change should be more important to the

potential for spre';íd of a sexualIy transmitted disease than the number
of susceptibles in the population.

.community, which is itself dependent on the total population size (or
density), will influence !he likelihood of persistence. There is,

therefore, a critica! community siZe for the endemic persistence of a
given infection. In certain is1and communities, immigration of

susceptibles and infectious individuals mar aIso playa r?le in !he
long-term persistence of a given infection (Black i 966; Anderson and
May 1986, 1991). These factors are of growing significanceas rates of
population movement increase as a resuIt of, for examp~e,improved
air transport services. Table 2 provides an wmple of!he re1ationship
between community size and fue likelihood of the endemic persistence
of fue measles virus.

The concepts of a threshold density of susceptibles and a critica!
community siZe are most relevant for directly ttansmitted viral ¡/nd
bacterial infections that induce lasting (= lifelong) immunity. The

production oflong-lived infective stages or!he use of vectors (such as
lIlosquitoes) lessen !he importance of!he human population density
for !he persistence of an infection. In the case of sexualIy transmitted
infections, simple models suggest that there is no critica! density of
susceptibles for persistence since fue magnitude of Ro can be

approxirilately given by

Ro=BcD ';, (17)

where c is fue effective late of sexual-partner change, D is the average
duration of infectiousness, and Bis the transmission probability per
partner contact (Anderson et aL 1986). This is simple to arrive at

Table 2 Istand community size and endemic persistence of measles

Population size Percentage of months in
(units of which no cases were

100000) reported

5.50

3.46

1.60

1.18

1.10

0.75

0.68

0.63

0.57

0.52

0.40

0.28

0.41

0.34

0.16

0.05

0.03

0.05

0.02

o

36

39

72

68

92

68

20

88'

70

85

76

49

68

94

95

95

96

100

Hawai

Fiji

Iceland

Samoa

Solomon

Fr. Potynesia

New Caledonia

Guam

Tonga

New Hebrides

Gilbert and Ellice

Greenland

Bermuda

Faroe

Cook

Niue

Nauru

St Helena

Falkland

Regutation of infection within'human communities

The regulation (i.e. modulation or control) of the incidence or

prevalence of a particular infection within a human comrnunity is
largely determined by fue level ofherd immunity (i.e. fue proportion
of the popuiation immune to infection) and the net rate of input of
new susceptible individuals. A simple example serves to illustrate this

point. Consider a closed population with no inflow or outflow of
susceptible, infected, or immune individuals. If the densities of
susceptibles, infecteds, and immunes at time t are defined by X(t),
Y(t), and Z(t)respectively, then under fue mass-action assumption of

transmission the cates of change in fue densities with respect to time
can be captured by three coupled differential equations:

dX/dt = :-¡3XY (19)

dYldt = l3XY -yY (20)

dZ/dt = yY. (21)

It is assumed here that there is no lat~nt period of infection

(individuals are infectious once infected), that the average duration of
infectiousness is given by D = 1/ywhere y is the cate oí recovery from

infection, that immunity is lifelong, and that no losses occur due to
mortality. If we start with a totally susceptible population and
introduce a few infecteds,the occurrence of an epidemic wilI depend
upon the magnitude oí the basic reproductive rate ~ (Ro = j3XD) and,
concornitandy, whether or not fue density oí susceptibles exceeds the
criticar threshold value XT (XT = 1/¡3D) (Fig. 9). Assuming that ~ is

greater than unity then an epidemic wilI occur, but as time progresses
the density of susceptibles wilI decline (X~ Y~Z) until the effective

reproductive cate R is less than unity (i.e. susceptible numbers íall
below fue threshold XT) and the infection dies out.

For the persistence oí the infection one of two things must happen.
Firsdy, suppose susceptibles are continually introduced into the
p0pulation at a net cate bN where b is the per capita birth cate and that
natural mortalities occur in each class at a per capita cate ~. For
simplicitywe further assumethat net births exactly balance net deaths
(bN = ~ to maintain the total population at a constant size. With

these assumptions and provided that~ ,.. 1, we find th~t fue infection
persists in the population (Fig. 10(a» with an endemic eqUilibrium
density oí susceptibles again equal to XT and equilibrium densities of
infecteds, y andirnmunes, Z, given by

Y* = [J!/(¡J. + y) ) (N -XT) (22)

Z"" = (y/~)Y*. (23)

Secondly, suppose that there are no new births and no mortality but
that immunity is of short duration such that individuals leave the
immune class Z to regain the susceptible class X at a per capita rate IXSource: Anderson (1982b).
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prevalence is sensitive to fue availability of susceptibles and induces
long~lasting irnmunity since it takes some time, under fuese cirCum-
stances, for new births or loss of irnmunity to replenish fue supply of
susceptibles s~ch that R is again above unity in value. Maintenance of
fuese oscilIations ayer fue longer period would require a force to be
applied periodically-in reality this might derive from seasonal
changes in mixing rates ás a result of school opening and closing. In
Fig. 10 it should be noted that fue numbers infected, Y, are always
increasing when susceptibles, X, exceed fue threshold Xr (thus R < 1)
and are always on fue decrease when X < Xr (when R < 1). Hence,
infection is being driven by fue availability of susceptibles.

Other factors that can promote long-term persistence include fue
produ~on of infective stages that are able to survive for long periods

o
(b)

2 4 6 8 10

lime units

Fig. 9 Conditions for an epidemic. (a) Host densi1:y (susceptibles) below the
threshold level (at time O, X = 500, Y = 100, Z = O, J3 = 0.0001, 'Y = 1, Ro =
0.005, XT 10000). (b) Host density above the threshold level (at time O, X =
500, Y = 1, Z = O, /1 = 0.01, 'Y = 1, Ro = S, XT = 100).

(alpha) where l/a is fue average duration ofimmunity. We again find
that fue infection can persist (Fig. lO(b» (provided that ~ ~ 1) with
equilibrium densities of infecteds and irnmunes of

Y* = [1X/(a + y)](N -XT) (24)

Z* = (y/a)Y*. (25)

Note that the faster fue loss of irnmunity (a .1arge) fue higher the
equilibrium density of infecteds and the lower Z" .

These two examples show howthe net input of susceptibles and the
degree of herd irnmunity (as controlled by the duration of irnmunity
to reinfection following recovery) influence' the likelihood that an
infection will persist endemicaIly after the initial epidemic has swept
through a susceptible population following fue introduction of an
infection. In these simple models of the transmission of direct -contact
infections, fue density of infecteds tends to exhibit oscillatory
behaviour after fue introduction of infection due to the rise and faI1 in
the density of susceptibles taking fue effective reproductive rate above
and below unity in value. These oscillations are seen to damp down,
settling to fue equilibrium values given analyticaIly (e.g. eqns
(22)-(25». This propensity to exhibit oscillatory behaviour is more
apparent if the infection is of short duration such that infection.

Fig. 10 Conditions for the persiStence of an infection in a community. In
each case salid curves represent susceptible numbers and dashed lines are
infected. (a) Renewal of susceptibles by births (initiat cónditions: X = 70 000.
y = 1. Z = 930 000, [) = 0.0004, Y = 26, !l. = 0.02, IX = O, Ro = [)N/(}1 + y)
::: 15. X = 65 050). Notice that the numbers of susceptibles oscillates above

and below t;he t;hreshold susceptible number, XT (marked) and that each
epidemic sttrts when susceptible numbers exceed the threshold, Xy. and
subsequently decays as susceptibles faU below the threshold, X" Oscillations
of X and Y (and Z, not shown) graduaUy clamp ayer time towards the

predicted equilibrium values X*, Y*, and Z* (see teXt).
(b) Renewal of susceptibles through waning immunity, at rate IX of 0.05
(thick Unes) or 0.1 (thin Unes) (corresponding average durations of immunity
are 20 and 10 units of time respectively) (other initial settings as for (a)
above except for no mortaUty, i.e. !l. = O). Notice that for the tWO djfferent
rates of loss of immunity the equiUbrium susceptible numbers are the same
(X* = Xr) since waning immunity has no impact on R.. However, a higher
rate of loss of immunitydoes result in an increase in numbers of infecteds at

equilibrium. Y*.
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in the external environment, sexual transmission, vertical trans-
JIlission, from mother to unborn offspring, vector transmission, and
the carrier state in which some individuals (for genetic ar other
reasans) atypically harbaur the ihfection far long periods of time (see
Table 1 and Fig. 3 for examples).

Fig. 11 Relationship betWeen the proportion of the population vaccinated
at or near birth and the likelihood of an infection persisting oro a!tematively.
being eliminated. Infectious agents with high basic reproductive rates in
defined communities will be more difficult to control by mass vaccination as
illustrated by the example of measles and rubella in the United Kingdom.
(Source: Nokes and Anderson 1988.)

Herd immunity and mass vaccination

When an infection is persisting endemically in a community such that
the net late at which new cases of infection alise is approximately
equal to the net rate at which individuals recover and acquire

immunity, the effective reproductive rate R is equal to unity in value.
This is known as endemic equilibrium. In practice, for many comnIon
vira! and bacterial infections the incidence ofinfection fluctuates both
on seasonal and longer-term cycles. The effective reproductive rate
therefore fluctuates below andabove unity in value as the incidence
and density of susceptibles change (see Figs 6 and 10). However, the
average value over"a series of incidence cycles (both seasonal ani:!

longer term) wiil be"approximately equal to unity in the absence of
control mtervention or changing social and demographic patterns.
The effective reproductive cate is reduced below the basic reproductive
cate in relation to thefraction of contacts that are with susceptible
individuals x = X/N, i.e, by the simple equation

R = RoX. (26)

At equilibrium when R is on average unity, the propoi-tion susceptible
represents a threshold, r, below which infection rates would decline
(see Fig. 10). Thus from eqn (26) we see that at equilibrium this
proportion susceptible r is equal to the reciprocal of the basic
reproductive rate Ro (i.e. Ro "'" l/r). The rnagnitude of r (and

therefore Ro) can be determined from cross-sectional serological
surveys given data oil the age structure of the population. If X¡ is the
proportion susceptible in age claSs i and pi is the proportion of the
population in the sarne age class ilien

n

= ¿ XiPi
i=l

(27)

in a population with n age classes. This assumes that fue serologica!

profile is unchanging ayer time (Box 1).
To block transmission and eliminate an infection it is necessary to

raise fue level of herd immunity by mass vaccinarion sud1 that fue
magnitude of fue effective repróductive rate is less than unity in value.
If x* is fue threshold susceptible proporrion then 1 -x* , whid1 we call

Po' represents fue herd immunity threshold. Vaccinaring a proportion
of fue popularion p > p, willlead to elimination of fue infection.
Therefore this quantity is a critica! level for mass vaccination and
since; from eqn (26), x* = tiRo. p, may be related to fue basic

reproducrive rate in fue following way:

(== vaccination) oí the population. The mechanism underlying this
concept is that of the critical densíty of susceptibles required to
maíntain the magnitude of the reproductive rate above uníty in value.

Age at vaccination

In general, ímmunization programmes are introduced by focusing on
cohorts of chíldren such that the level of immunízatíon coverage is
buílt up over manyyears ofroutíne vaccination, that is as chíldren pass
some age gateway. In fuese círcumstances, Po of eqn (28) must be
interpreted as the proportíon of each cohort vaccinated as soon after
birth as is practically feasíble, takíng account of the need to immuníze
after fue decay in maternally derived specific antíbody. For most viTal
infections the average duration of protection against infectíon
provided by maternal antibodies is approximately 6 months. Clearly,
it will take maIlyyears of cohort immunization to achieve fue desíred
leve! ofartíficially induced herd ímmuníty. A further complicatíon ís
that ít is often the case that the average age at vaccination ís hígher than
what ís epidemíologically ideal, resultíng from the desíre to link
vaccinatíon wíth a delivery opportuníty (such as first attendance at
school) or variatíon in the age of delivery resulting perhaps from
inefficiency in the co-ordinatíon system or motívation of the

populatíon. In thís case, simple mathematical models suggest that the
level of vaccinatíon coverage requíred to eradicate the infection under
a policywhich vaccinates (wíth a vaccine wíth 100 per cent efficacy) at

an average age of V years is

p> [1 + (V/L)]/[l- + (AIL)] (29)

where L is human tife expectancy and A is theavérage age at whích the
infection was acquired prior to the introduction of vaccinatíon
(Anderson and May 1983). It ís clear from thís expression that
transmissíon ~ot be interrupted unless the average age at vacci-
natíon, V, ís less than the average age at infection, A, prior to control.

Po = 1 -l/Ro- (28)

The relationship between Po and Ro is depicted diagrammatically in
Fig. 11: fue larger fue magnitude of fue infection's transmission
potential (as measured by Ro) fue greater fue proportion of fue
population that must be immunized to block transmission. Note that
it is not necessary to vaccinate everyone in fue community to prevent
the spread of infection. The principie of herd immunity implies fue
indirect protection of fue individual conferred by fue protection.

Imperfect vaccines

Various forms of vaccine failure can be specified. At the time of
delivery only a proportion of individuals may respond by generating
protective immunity postimmunization. This has been called vaccine
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vaccine impact is reduced by 20 per cent (i.e. q> = 0.8 from Fig. 12) and
in- OUT above example of an infection with Ro = 10, 100 per cent

vaccination in infants would not be sufficient to eliminate

transmission.
As á final note of caution, fue components that make up the term

vaccine impact, q>, have a compounding effect since they are
multiplied by one another. !bus even if each individually is of little.
significance, fue compounded effect on impact may still be very

signmcant.

'take' (McLean and Blower 1993). In addition, a proportion of those
who initial1y 'take' still mar not be abJe tó fend off an infection 1f
exposed. This might be thoUght of as an exposure-dose-dependent
phenomenon and a vaccine exhibiting this effect might.be said to
provide only a 'degree'. of protection. Final1y, vaccine-induced
irnmunity mar wane with fue passing of time such that a previously
protected individual once again becomes susceptible. Therefore a

vaccine mar only comer protection for a particular duration.
The impact of these three vaccine failings is to reduce fue

effectiveness or impact ora specified level of vaccination coverage and
therefore increase fue level of coverage required to achieve elimination
of fue infection. This new required vaccination proportion, p', of an
imperfect vaccine, mar be related to fue critica! proportion that needs
to be effectively vaccinated for elimination, Po' in fue form

p' = pjlp (30)

where Ip is fue effective vaccine efficacy defined as

Ip = O)I~ ['fL/(~ + (03)] (31)

(McLean and Blower 1993). Here (01 is 'take', 0)2 is 'degree', 1/(03 is
'duration' (i.e. (03 is fue rate ofwaning vaccine-induced irnmunity),
and ~ is thedeath rateo The effects of 'take' and 'degree' are clearly
going to be in direct proportion to their magnitude. For example, if a
vaccine is being used to interru~t transmission of an infection with an
Ro value of 10 (forwhich, from eqn (28), fue critica! proportion to be
effectively irnmunized, Po' is 0.9) but only 90 per cent of those
vaccinated respond (i.e. 0)1 = 0.9), then fue new próportion needing to
bevaccinatedis 0.9/0.9 = 1.0, i.e. 100 per cent coverage. The effect of a

vaccine waning over time is less obvious but mar be seen from Fig. 12.
Herevaccine impactfdue to thewaningirnmunity effect (for a vaccine
which has perfect 'take' and 'degree') is related to fue rate of loss of
vaccine-induced irnmunity, expressed as fue time taken for 10 per
cent ofthosevaccinated to loseprotection. We can see from this graph
that even a slight waning of irnmunity mar cause a very significant
reduction in the impact of a vaccine, for example if 10 per cent of those
effectiveIy vaccinated at birth lose their irnmunity by age 30 years

The prevalence of infection and the basic
reproductive rate
A further epidemiological feature arising from fue existence ofa
critiCal density of susceptibles to maintain infection cdncerns fue
relationship between the magnitude afilie basic reproductive rate and
the prevalence of infection in a population in which the inf~ctious
agent petsists endemically. As depicted in Fig. 13 simple models
predict that the relationship is non-linear such that a marked
reduction in the endemic prevalence or incidence will only occrir as
the transrnission potential is reduced to an extent where it approaches
the threshold level Ro = L The practical implication is that we should

not expect the decline in the mcidence of infectioninduced by mass
vaccination to be directly proportional to the levei of vaccination
coverage. The greatest changes are predicted to occur when coverage

attains high levels.

Interepidemic period T

Many viral and bacterial infections that induce lasting immunity to

reinfection and which have high transrnission potentials (Ro large)
tend to exhibit oscillatory fluctuatiens in incidence. A good example is
that of measles which in the United Kingdom prior to mass

Fig. 13 Predicted changes in the equilibrium proportion of a population
infected (i.e. the subte endemic prevalence of an infection) as the
transmission potential of the microparasitic agent varíes. For infections
where there is no loss of immuni~y. the leve! of the plateau of prevalence is

dependent upon the ra~e of input of new susceptibles (i.e. the birth rate, b)
and the duration of infectiousness. 1/y. In the figure. b = 117S per year and
y = S2 per year (i.e. a 1-week infectious period) (closed bars) or y = 13 per
year (i.e. a 4-week period) (open bars). An important point tO observe is
that the greatest changes in the proportion infected occur over the first few

increments of Ro (irrespective of the magnitude of b or y.)

Fig. 12 The impact of an imperfect vaccine. The time taken for 10 per cenl:
of individuals to lose their immunít.y after vaccina1:l0n is retated 1:0 I:he
ímpact of a vaccíne, q> = ¡Ji(11 + 00) (the vaccine is assumed to haveperfect

'take' and 'degree'). Here, the proportion whose immunit.y has waned in 't
years, p" is related 1:0 the ral:e of 1055 of immunit.y by \:he expressíon P. =

exp(-CO't).
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vaccination oscillated on a seasonal basis (owing to the aggregation
and desegregation of children for school term and holiday periods)
and a longer-term 2-year cycle with years ofhigh inádence separated

by yearS of low inádence (Anderson et al. 1984) (Fig. 6). Time-series
analyses reveal that fuese longer-term cycles for-infectiop such as
ineasles, mumps, rubella, and pertussis are not due to chance
fluctuations but arise as a result of the dynamic interaction between
fuenet rates of acquisition of infection and immunity on recovery.

Simple models based on the mass-action assumption suggest that
the interepidemic period, T, of fue longer-term cycles is determined by
the generation time offue infection, k, defmedas fue sum afilie latent
and infectious periods and the transmission potencial of fue infection
inversely measured by the average age at infection, A, where '

T:= 21t(AK)1/2. (32)

This simple prediction matches well the observation for a variety of
common childhood infections prior to mass vac~ation (i.e. fue
2-year cycles of measles, fue 3-year cycles of mumps, fue 4- to S-year

(.-yc1es ofrubella, and fue 3;- to 4-year cycles ofpertussis). Non-seasonal
oscillatioa arises as a consequence of fue exhaustion of a suppiy of
susceptibles, as an epidem¡c passes through a population. plus the time
lag fuat alises before n~J>irths replenish the pool to trigger fue next
epidemic. As such fue in~repidemic period is also influenced by fue
birth rate of fue cornmunity (whiili.,,~uences the average age of
infection, A-, in eqn (32)). For example, in developing countries such
as Kenya with high birth rates, measles tends to cycle on a 1-year time
scale in urban centres as opposed to the 2-year cycle in fue United

Kingdom prior to control (McLean and Anderson 1988b).

from salivary giand secretions) is rich in serum antibodies. This is
known as gingivocrevicular exudate or secretion. The disadvantage of

using salivary fluid for antibody detection is fue low concentration of
immunoglobulin it contains relative to serum. Immunoglobulin G in
whole Sali~a is approximately 1000-fold less concentrated than in
serum, although in crevicular tluid it mar only be five- fold more dilute
(Mortimer and Parry 1991). In recent years highly sensitive assays
have been developed to overcome fue dilution problems and,
accompanied by developments in devices for fue collection of
crevicular fluid samples, have nowbeen successfully employed in fue
detection of antibodies to a variety of infections, including measles,
rubella, and mumps (Perry et aL 1993; Brown et aL 1994) human
parvovirus, and ~epatitis B virus (core ariti~dies) (Parry et aL 1989),
and HIV (Holmstrom et aL 1990; Behets et aL 1991; Van DenAkker et

al. 1992).
The advantages of using saliva over serum are numerous and

associated la¡:gely with fue coIlection procedure. For example, sam-
pling is non-invasive and is more acceptable which will assist in
response level, fue collection processis easier and can be carried out by
non-technical personnel, and there is lower ri~ to both subject and
investigator (Mortimer and Parry 1991). Surveys based on saliva
collection offer great potencial in fue fields of epidemiology and
surveillance, including fue measurement of population inununity in
fue evaluation of fue impact of vaccination programmes of infection
prevalence in assessing fue rate of spread of infections, such as HIV,
through communities. The opportunity for longitudinal surveillance
will be beneficia! to studies of spatial and temporal patterns of disease
spread and salivary diagnosis will become increasingly useful in
outbreak investigation and control.

When conducting surveys a number of points should be borne in
mind. Firstly, sample sizes should be as large as practically possible,
finely stratified byage (preferably infants to elderly people). How large
will depend upon what we wish fue accuracy or power (see Sokal and
Rohlf 1981) of subsequent analyses to be, but 25 to 50 per yearly age
class is a rough working estimate. Secondly, the incidence ofinfection
mar oscillate on a seasonal or loqger-term basis. As such, it is good
practice to carry out surveys that span epidernic and interepidernic
years. Thirdly, systematic changes through time mar occur in a given
population due to social, behavioural, economic, or other changes.
Examples include fue observed reduction in fue incidence ofhepatitis
A in northem European countries over fue past few decades due to
improved standards of hygiene and fue rige in fue incidence of
gonorrhoea iD. certain developed countries during fue 1960s and 1970s
due to changes in sexual behaviour (e.g. increased rates of sexual-

partner change). Basic reproductive rates and rates of infection mar
therefore change through time irrespective of fue impact of control

measures.

The basic reproductive rate of infection

Estímating individualiy fue component parameters that determine fue
magnitud e of fue basic reproductive rate, Ro, is fraught with many

problems. In tl\e case of directly transmitted viral and bacterial

infections, we require a knowledge of fue transrnission coefficient, ~,
fue density of susceptibles, X, and fue average duration of infec-
tiousness. In practice it is often easier to use indirect methods to arrive
at estímates of Ro employing serological data finely stratified by age. As

discussed earlier, fue rate of decay with age in fue proportion
susceptible to infection provides measures afilie age-dependent forces

Parameter estimation
Survey data

Survey data on fue incidence or prevalence of infection (past or

current) can beobtained in a variety ofways. Longitudinal (= through
time) data can be acquired by monitoring a cohort of people through
timeandrecording infection as it occur~. Horizontal (= one point in
time) -cross-sectional (= across age and sex classes) can be acquired
by a survey at one point in time or ayer a short interval of time, by fue
examination of different age classes within fue population. Such
surveys are of most use when based on serological examinations to
determine fue proportion of individuals in a given age class who have

antibodies specific to fue antigens of a particular infectious agent.
These cross-sectional serological profiles retlect the proportion in.each
age class who have, at some time in fue past, experienced infection.
Case- notification data stratified by age and sex, and recorded ayer a set
interval of time such as 1 year, can be accumulated to indicate what
proportion of fue cases occurs byany given age. This may then be used
to infer changes in fue proportion who experience infection as a

function of age. Such data are clearly less reliable than serological
information since they are dependent on a lack of bias in reporting
efficiency by age class. Bias is to be expected if fue seriousness of fue
disease induced by infection changes with age (e.g. rubella in women

and mumps in men) or where fue incidence of subclinical (i.e.

undetectable) infections is age dependent.
An alternative to fue use of serum for fue detection of specific

antibodies to infectious agents is saliva. More specifically, when
looking for systemic antibodies (e.g. immunoglóbuliIi G and M) fue

fluid which collects around the gums and under fue tongue (as distinct
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lists some estimates of Ro, A, L, and the critical level of vaccination
coverage to block transmission, p c' for a variety of coIÍlmon infectious
agents in defii1ed localities.

An altemative m~od to that outlined above is based on fue
prediction of simple models that fue magnitude of Ro is related to fue
fraction of fue population susceptible to infection, x* when fue
infection has attained its endemic equilibrium. The relationship is

simply

Ro = l/x* (35)

and arises from fue fact that at equilibrium fue effective reproductive

rateisequal tounityin value (see eqn 26). Note that eqns (33) and (35)
imply that fue average age at infection, A, ;s inversely related to fue
equilibrium fraction of susceptibles in apopulation, x* required to
ensure each primary case gives rise on average to at least one secondary
case (Box 1). In general, however; fue method based on estimating fue
average age at infection is fue better one given good age-stratified
serological data.

ofinfection (A.(a». These in turn can be used to obtain an estimate of
fue average age, A, at which an individual typicallyacquires infection.
Mathematical models can be used to define a relationship between fue
magnitude of Ro and fue average age at infection. In fue simplest case
fue relationship is of fue form

Ro = Q/A (33)

where Q denotes fue recíprocal of fue net birth rate of fue cornmunity.
In developed countries where net births are approximately equal to
net deaths fue quality Q is equal to fue average life expectancy (from

birth) L (Anderson and May 1985a). More generally, if maternally
derived antibodies provide protection for an average of F years Ro is
related to A by fue expression

Ro = Q/(A -F). (34)

A simple example of fue use of this equation is provided by fue
transmission ofthe measles virus in fue United Kingdom prior to fue
introduction of mass vaccination. In this case fue values of A, L, and F
were 5 years, 75 years, and O.5years respectively, leading to an Ro
estimate of between 16 and 17. The inverse relationship between Ro
and A makes good intuitive sense-infections with high transmission
potentials wi11 tend to have low average ages at infection and vice versa.
These notions are depicted diagrarnmatically in Box 1, and Table 3

Latent and infectious periods

Two sources of data are available to estimate latent and infectious
periods. Thefust derives froro clinical, virological, and immunological

Tabie 3 Epidemiological parameters for a variety of childhood infections in developed countries in the absence of mass vaccination

5.0
5.5

8.0

4.5
4.9

70

70

70

70

60

15.6

14.0

9.3

17.5

13.6

94

93

89

94

93

Whooping COUgh

6.5 60 10.0 90

7.4Chickenpox 8.6 60 86

6.8

7.0

5.7
9.9

10.4

10.8

10.2

8.0

70

75

75

70

60

75

70

60

11.1
11.5

14,4

7,4

6.1
7.3
7.2

8.0

91

91

93

86

84..."...

86

86

88

Mumps

England & Wales, 1948-68 Case notifications

USA, large families, 1957 Serology

USA, smaU families, 1957 Serology
" England & Wales, 1944-78b Case notifications

USA, urbano Case notifications
1908-17

USA, rural, Case notifications
1908-17

USA, urban, Case notifications
1913-17

USA, urban, 1943 Case notifications
""""""""""""""""""""""""""" '

UK, urbano 1977 Serology

Netherlands, urban, 1980 Serology

USA, urban, 1943 Case notifications
, ""

USA, 19~2-28 Case notifications
""""""""""""""""""""""'" Engiand, urban, 1980-840 Serology

GDR, 1972 Serology
, USA. urban, Case notifications

1908-17

LISA, rural. Case notifications
1918-19

Diphtheria

Rubella

Scarlet fever

8012.3 60 5.1

Parameter definitions given in text (~ata from a variety of.sources). .

.~ = U(A -F) where F is duration of matemally derived protection. assumed tb last for 6 months in al! cases. Note that no consideration of age-dependent farces ofinfectian isgiven (see

text).

bEncroaches on to vaccination era.

'Mate serology-only females vaccinated under selective immunization policy
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studies of fue course of infection in individual patients. For some

common microparasític ínfectíons, fue presence of fue infectíous
agent in host tíssues, excretions, and secretions can be dírectly
assessed. Duratíons of antigenaernm in body fluíds and secretions or of
infectíve partícles in specific cells will, in many instances, .reflect fue
period ayer whích an infected person is infectíous to others (although
thís ís, of course, not always the case as, for example, With fue !atent

herpesviruses). o.-,
Alternatively, statistical methods can be employed in fue study of

transmissíon Within small groups of individuals. The classíc data on
measles, collected by Hope SÍmpson (1952) in fue Círencester afea of
England during fue years 1946 to 1952, record fue dístribution afilie
observed time interval between two cases of measles in 219 familíes
with two children under the age of 15 years. The bulk of fuese

observations represent case-to-case transmíssíons Within a family.
However, in a small number of familíes, where the observed interval ís
only a few days it mar be assumed that fuese cases are double
primaries, both children having been símultaneously infected from
some outsíde source. Sfatistícal methods, based on chaín binomíal
models, Can be used toderíve estimates of the !atent, infectíous, and

incubation períods (Bailey 1973). A rough guíde to these períods f9r
various COmInon viral artd bacteríal ínfectíons ís presented in Table 4.
Some of these estimatesare based on detailed analyses of case to case
data while others are mOre speculatíve.

SexuaUy transmitted infections

Rather different problems in parameter estimation, to those outlined
above, are presented by sexually transmitted infections. By way of an
illustration and given fue topicality of fue infecUon, we focus on HN.

The characteristics of most sexually transmitted diseases cause
their epidemiology to differ from that of common childhood viral and
bacterial infections. Firstly, fue rate at which new infections are
produced does not appear to be dosely correlated with population
density. Secondly, the carrier phenomenon in which certain individ-
uals harbour asymptomatic infection is often important. Thirdly,
many sexually transmitted diseases induce 1.ittle or no acquired
immunity on recovery. Fourthly, net transmission depends on fue

degree ofheterogeneity in sexual activity prevailing in fue population
and fue degree to which individuals in one sexual activity class

(perhaps defined in terms of the rate of sexual-partner change) mix
with those in fue SalDe and in different classes (i.e. 'who has sex with

whom'). .
The b~ic reproductive raié, Ro, in its simplest form is determined

by fue transmission probability, B, multiplied by the effective rate of

sexuai-partner change, c, multiplied by the average duration of
infectiousness, D. Heterogeneity in sexual activity is a major influence
on fue magnitude of transmission success. Recent national surveys of

sexual attitudes and lifestyles suggest that most people have few
different sexual partners and a few have many (Anderson and May

1988; ACSF 1992; Johnson et aL 1994). The distributions of reported
numbers of sex partners per defined period of time therefore tend to
be skewed with a long right-hand tail where a few individuals report

many partners (Fig. 14). As pointed out earlier, under fuese
circumstances fue variance in partner numbers, f, is much greater in
value than the mean, m, and the effective rate of sexual partner change,
c, is defined as c = m + (s2/m) (as in eq~ 14). It follows that those with

high rates of sexual partner change playa disproportionate role
(relative to their proportional representation in a cornmunity) in fue
spread of infection. In the case of HIV each component oí Ro is
difficult to measure due to the sensitivity and the practical difficulties
associated with fue study of sexual behaviour and fue long and variable
incubation period of the disease AIDS induced by fue infection. Over
the long incubation period infectiousness appears to varywidelyíor an
individual and between individuals.

As a consequence some indirect measure of transmission potential
is required. Mathematical models of transmission suggest that the
doubling time td (the average time over which the number of cases of
infection doubles) of an epidemic ofHIV in adefined risk group (e.g.
male homosexuals), during fue early stages oí the epidernic, is related
tothe magnitude of Ro by the equation

td = Dln(2)/(Ro -1) (36)

where D denotes the average duration of infectiousness. Current
estimates of fue incubation period of HIV suggest a mean period of

Table 4 Average duration of infection classes for a variety of microparasites

Infectious disease Latent penad 1/0- (days) Infectious period 1/y (days) Incubation perioda (days)

6-9

S;-12

7-14

13-17

12-18

1-3

8-11

1-3

1-2

6-7

2-5

6-7

10-11

11-12

19-22

4-8

14-20

2-3

2-3
14-21

21-23

14-21

11-14

13-17

16-20

30-37

12-26

7-12

10-12

1-3

2-3

7-10

2-5

Measles

Chickenpox

Rubella

Hepatitis A

Mumps

Polio

SmaUpox

Influenza

Scarlet fever

Whooping cough

Diphtheria

'Time to 'appearance of symptoms.

Source: Ande~on 11982b).
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Heterosexuals (ACSF Investigators 1992) Sex and age group

-Male18-19 years
o Female 18-19years

..Male 25-34 years
-Female 25-34 years

Q)

01.,as.,
-asc-
Q)o
~c
Q)'-

[l.

1 2-3 4-5

Number 01 sex partners in the last year

6+o
(a)

Heterosexuals (Johnson et al. 1992) Sex and age group

-Male 16-24years
c:=J Femal¡¡ 16-24 years

-Male 25-34 years

-Femal~ 25-34 years

Q)
C)(/)
~(/)c'"
Q)"(:;
~c
Q).-

Q.

o 1 2 3-4
Number of sex partners in the last year

5+
(b)

Fig. 14 Frequency distribUtions of the reported number of different sexual partners ayer the pUt year in
two surveys in (a) France (ACSF 1992) and (b) Britain Qohnson et aL 1992) of sexual attitudes and
lifestyies. stratified byage and seXo The similarities in the resIJlts of the two surveys-are striking.

approxímately 8 years. It is probable that fue average infectious penad
is much shorter perhaps ofthe arder of2 years or so (however, this is
uncertain at present; see Anderson and May 1988). 1fwe assume fue
value of plies between 2 and 6 years eqn (32) gives estimates of Ro in
fue range of 2.7 to 6, given an observed doubling time of around 10
months in male homosexual communities in fue United States during
fue early 1980s (May and Anderson 1987). Of course, this method of
estimationis very crude, but it provides a rough guide to fue degree to
which sexual habits must change in order to reduce !he magnitude of
Ro below unity in value (i.e. by a factor of 3 to 6).

More generally, certain of fue parameters that determine the
magnitude of Ro mar vary between fue sexes. This is certainly the case
for gonorrhoea (Hethcote and Yorke 1984) anditmaybetrueforHIV.
In these circumstances, when considering transmission via heterosex-
ual contact, the basic reproductive rate adopts the form

fue sInal1 proportion of individuals in fue high-activity class (the
so-called 'cate' group) with a few cases in fue other classes. The
prevailing pattem of mixing is therefore of great importance in
determining fue prevalence of an sexually transmitted disease and the
degree to which it is disseminated in a defined community. Recent
studieÍ; of mixing patterns based on contact tracing via sexuaIly
trans~tted disease clinics suggest that mixing is more assortative than
random in character (Gamett and Anderson 1993). Once mixing is.
taken into account it is necessary to redefine transmission success in
terms of fue numbei of secondary cases of infection in group i
generated by contact with infectives in group j, Ro;¡., where

Roq = p¡¡BcD. (38)

Rere Pij is the probability that a susceptible in group i haS a sexual
contact vlith someone in group j.

Again, more generaliy, fue population is structured by other
variables suéh as age, ethnicity, afea of residence, and educational
attaii1Inent. Rere again, behavioural studies suggest a degree of
assortative mixing with respect to fue choice of sexual partner-except
in contact with commercial sex workers.

Ro = (B1B2cl~D1DJ (37)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote males and females respectiveIy.
Further complications arise in the definition of the case repro-

ductive number, Ro' when we take into account the pattem of mixing
between different strata of the sexually active population. For
example, in light of the data presented in Fig. 14 concerning
heterogeneity in reported rates of sexual partner acquisition per year
in France and Britain, it seems sensible to stratify the population by the

rate of sexual partner change into low-, medium-, and high-'activity'
classes. The magnitude of any epidemics of a sexually transmitted
disease and the endernic leveI of infection in a cornmunity will depend
on the degree to which the small number of peoplewith high rates of

sexual-partner change mix with the medium- and low-activityclasses.
If mixing is random across activity classes the infection will be widely
disseminated in the cornmunity. However, if mixing is higlÍly
assortative (i.e.like with like) the infection wiil tend to be restricted to

Models and the design of control

programmes'Mathemarical 
models can be of help in defining the targets for a

control prograrnme, in interprering observed epidemiological changes
under the impact of control, and in discriminating between different
approaches (Nokes and Anderson 1987, 1988, 1991, 1992, 1993;
Garnett et aL 1992; Gupta and Anderson 1992). In this section we

consider two themes, nameIy, the design of masS vaccination
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prograrnmes to con1;rol childhood vira! and bacteria! infections and
education to induce changes in sexual behaviour to con1;rol sexually
transrnitted diseases.

Before immunization
.0

Impact af mass vaccinatian

In practical terrns, the level of vaccination coverage in a given
cornmunity or country is determined by a variety of economic and
logistical factors (developing countries) or motivational and legislat-
ive issues (industrialized countries). However, modeIs can define the
ideal goal of a given prograrnme. We have already outlined fue
relationship betWeen the critical level of vaccination coverage required
to block transmission, pc and various epidemiological (Ro), defuo-
graphic (net birth rate and life expectancy, Q and L), and logistical (V,
the average age at vaccination) parameters (see eqns (28) and (29) and
rabIe 3) and vaccine properties (see eqns (30) and (31)). In many
instances, the high transmission potentiaIs of cornmon childhood
vira! and bacterial infections imply very high leveIs of infant
vaccination coverage iftransmission is to be interrupted. If vaccine
efficacy is less than 100'per cent (e.g. the current pertussis vaccines),
then problems mar arise in attaining these targets even if legislarían
enforces vaccination ofraII children before entry to school (as in the
United States). Modelscemphasize fue point that to obtain fue best
effects veryhigh levels of coverage should be aimed at with vaccination
at as young an age as is practicalIy feasible given fue complications
presented by fue presence of maternally derived antibodies in infants.

Aside from defining targets for vaccination coverage, modeIs can
assist in interpreting fue impact of a given prograrnme on epidemi-
ological parameters such as fue incidence of infection, fue average age
at infection, and fue interepidemic periodo In a later part of this section
we consider fue principies underlying an altemative approach to mass
vacdne intervention, that of pulsed irnmunization across age cohorts,
which has recendy met with such success in controlling polio artd
measles in Central and South America.

0.5

0.0
(a)

Fig. 15 Diagrammatic representation of the predicted impact of mass
immunization (against a typical childhood viral or bacterial infection) on the
age distribution of susceptibiUty in a population. Before immunization (a)
there is a 'valley'of susceptibles (51) in the young age classes. Attempts to
fill in this valley by vaccination (b) reduces the rata of transmission of the
infection thus lowering the probabiUty of unvaccinated individuals being
infected. As a consequence there is an upward shift in me ages of
susceptibles (*) from that pertaining before vaccination (dotted Une). Two
points are important: (i) the number or proportionof susceptibles after
immunization has begun (area 52) is roughly unchanged from that which
existed before immunization (area 51) and (ii) the average age of
susceptibles increases. (50urce: Nokes and Anderson 1988.)

Incidence of infection ,.

Immunization has fue direct effect ofreducing fue number of cases of
infection as a result of fue protection of fue vaccinated individuals
(X~Z, see Fig. 3(d)). Since this reduces the number of infectious
persons in the vaccinated population, an indirect effect is a reduction
in the net rate of transmission of the virus or bacterium. This is the

principIe ofherd immunity, where susceptibles gain protectionfrom
the vaccinated proportion of fue population. Províded the infection is
able to persist endernically (i.e. the level of coverage is less than that

required for eradication), models suggest that fue equilibrium

proportion of susceptibles in fue population will remain constant
irrespective of fue level of coverage below fue critica! ,point for
eradication. This prediction is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 15.
The leve! of coverage simply reduces the proportion of seropositivc

indivíduals who have acquired irnmunity vía infection as opposed to
via vaccination. As mentioned earlier (see Fig. 13) fue manner in

which the incidence declines as fue leve! of coverage rises is non-linear
in forro with the most dramatic reductions occurring as the pro-

portion vaccinated approaches the critica! point for fue interruption
of transmission. As fue level of coverage approaches fue critica! point
the proportion of irnmune persons who possess vaccine-induced

immunity approaches unity.

The average age at infection

As a direct result of reducing the net rate of transmission, vaccination
acts to increase the average age at which susceptibles acquire infection
over that pertaining prior to control (i.e. by reducing the probability of
coming into contact with an infectious person). Observation now
bears out the expeCtation of an increased average age of susceptibles
and of infection as a result of mass vaccination programmes. The
example in Fig. 16 shows the prevaccination ( 1982) serological profile
(or distribution of susceptibles byage) for rubella in Finland (Fig.
16(a)) and theprofile (for males only) in 1986, 4 years after mass
infant measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine was introduced
(Fig. 16(b)) (Ukkonen and Van Bonsdorf 1988). The similarity with
Fig. 15 isstriking. Also shown in Fig. 16 is the changing distribution of
diagnosed nibella cases, with a marked increase in the average age.
Later 'we discuss how this change in the age cl¡stribution of the
incidence of infection can influence the incidence of disease arising
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Fig. 16 The observed impaa of mass immunization against rubella in Finland (Ukkonen and Yon
Bonsdorf 1988). (a) The prevaccination (1982) age seroprevalence of specific rubella antibodies (line)
with the age distribUtion of diagnosed cases (bars). (b) Four years after mass infant MMR vaccination
was inuoduced with the age range affeaed shown by the salid bar (data for males only) (other details
as for (a»). (Source: Nokes and Anderson 1993.)

from infection if older people differ in their vumerability to
complications and concomitant morbidity when compared with

younger people.

Cautionary notes
The changes in epidemiological patterns of infection induced by
vaccination are not always beneficial. An increased interepidemic
period, for example, can induce complacency in the community with
respect to the need to maintain high levels of vaccination coverage.
Motivating parents to ensure that their dilldren are vaccinated during
long periods oflow incidence (the troughs in fue epidemic cyde) can
be problematic particularly if there is some small but measurable risk
associated with vaccination. At the start of a mass immunization
programme the probability of serious disease arising from vaccination
is usually orders of magnitude smaller than fue risk of serious disease
arising from natural infection. As fue point of eradication is
approached, the relative magnitudes of these two probabilities must
inevitably be reversed. The optimum strategy for the individual (not to
be vaccinated) therefore becomes at odds with the needs of society (to
maintain her irnmunity) (Nokes and Anderson 1991). This issue-

Interepidemic period
Simple models also predicted that a reduction in the transmission rate
in a vaccinated population will act to lengthen the interepidemic
period ayer that pertaining prior to control (Anderson and May
1983). This may be shown easily using our model in Fig. 10 if a'
proportion of all individuals entering the population are vaccinated at
the time ofbirth (starting frGm time unit 5 onwards), 'Cesulting in an
increase in the time taken for susceptibles to build up to threshold
numbers and, hence, an increase in the interval between epidemics
(Fig. 17). This pattem has been observed in various vaccinated
communities (Fig. 18).
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Variation in vaccine uptake

Ideally, vaccination coverage should be high and constant both
through time and in different regions of a COUlltry. In practice,
however, this is rarely the case. With respect to time, once incidence is
reduced to a low leve!, problems can arise in stimulating public health
workers tac maintain coverage at high levels. More importandy, after

introduction, most imrnunization programrnes show a slow increase
in rates of coverage. This obviously results in a delay in experiencing
the full benefits and must be recognized in assessing the impact oi a

given policy. It tikes many decades before the full benefits of a cohort
immunization programme are manifest. Model simulations of the
impact of such prograrnrnes on the incidence of infection and disease
dearly illustrate this point (Anderson a:nd May 1983, 1985a,c). Of

greater concern, however, is the variation in vaccine uptike in
different regions of a country. Levels of vaccine coverage for sentinel

antigens (measles, diphtheria 3, and pertussis 3) in the United
Kingdom, for example, varied widely between different regions in the
late 1980s (Fig. 19), a problem which h:lS been greadydirninished as a
result of improved vacciI:le programme co-ordination. To block
transmission countrywide effectively it is necessary to ensure that the
targets laid out in Table 3 are attained in each afea. Otherwise, pockets
of infection in regions of low uptake will continue to trigger small
epidemics in other afeas. The upsurge of mumps in certain states in
the U nited States in the late 1980s (Wharton et aL 1988) is an example
of the potential hazards of spatial variation in vaccine uptake.

Fig. 17 Predicted impact of vaccination on the interepidemic periodo
Vaccinaticn of 50 per cent of all births was introduced at time 5 into the
model given in Ag. 10 (with the same initial settings).

which was central to fue decline in fue uptake of pertussis yaccine in
the United Kingdom duriIig fue mid to late 1970s.-can be oyercome
by legislation toenforce Yaccina~on (as in fue United States), but its
final resolution is only achieyed by global eradication of fue disease
agent so that routine yaccination can cease.

Other problems concem doubts ayer the role played by exposure
to natural infection in boosting vaccine-induced irnmunity and, in
some cases, worries ayer the duration of protection provided by
vaccination. If enough is understood about these problems mathemat-
ical models couldbe used to decide whether or not to revaccinate a
proportion oí the immunized popUlation and, if so, what is the best
ase to revaccinate. Similarly, recent evidence for measles suggests that
passiye irnmunity in infants oí nlothers whose own protection was
vaccine deriyed wanes more rapidly than in infants whose mothers
were naturally infected (MarkoWitz et al. 1996). The consequences of
this are that, on the one hand, infants become susceptible to infection
at an earlier ase than was previously fue case, but, on the other hand, it
may allow for the lowering of the age oí vaccine deliyery. The merits of
this Iatter issue could well be addressed using mathematical models.

Non-uniformity in human population density
Non-unifonnity in the spatial distribution of humans, with some
people living in dense aggregates and others living in isolated or small
groups, can lead to heterogeneity in transmission rates. Models
suggest that this can result in the transmíssion potential of an infection
(Ro) beíng greater on average than suggested by estimation procedures
whích assume spatial homogeneity (Anderson and May 1984; May
and Anderson 1984). Under these circumstances, theorysuggests that
~~ oprimal solution appears to involve 'targeting' vaccination
coverage in relation to group size with dense groups receiving the
highest levels of coverage. The optimal programme is defined as that
minimizing the total, comrnunitywide number of immunizations
needed for elimination or for adeflned level of control. This strategy
reduces the overall proportion that must be vaccinated to block
transmission, compared with that estimated on the assumption of
spatial homogeneity. This conclusion has practica! significance for the
control of infections such as measles and pertussis in some developing
countries, where rural-urban differences in population density tend
to be much more marked than in developed countries (Anderson and
May 1991). It is probable that in many regions of Africa and Asia,
diseases such as measles cannot persist endemically in rural areas
without frequent movement of people between low-density (rural)
and hígh-density (urban) populations. Under these circwnstances,
transmission might be blocked in both regions by high levels of mass
imrnunízation in the urban centres alone.

Fig. 18 Annual meastes notifications for the city of Oxford. Engiand; for the
penad 1960 to 1985. The inuoducrion of measles vaccinatian in 1966h~s
resulted in a significant increase in the period betWeen epidemics. (Source:
Office of Papulation Census and Surveys, Landon.)

Age-dependent factors

Analyses of case-notification records and serological profiles suggest
!hat, for many common infections (measles, rubella, and pertussis),
the per capita rate of infection (A(a») depends on the ages of
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Fig. 19 Regional variarían in immunízatíon up14ke for senrinel agenrs in England, 1986. (Source: Nokes and
Anderson 1988.)

susceptible individuals, changing from a low leve! in fue 0- to 5-year
age classes, via a hígh level in fue 5- to 15-year age classes, back to a
lower level in fue adult age classes (Fig. 5). This is of interest both
because it reflects behavioural attributes of human cornmunities and
because of its impact on fue predicted level of vaccination required to
eliminate transmission. The hígh levels of the force of infection in fue
5- to 15-year-old classes are thoUght to arise as a consequence of
frequent and intimate contacts withín school environments (Ander-
son and May 1985c; Nokes et al. 1986; Anderson et aL 1987).
Theoretical studies whích take account of age dependence in fue force
of infection predict somewhat lower rates of vaccination than those
arrived at under fue simple mass-action assumption (Tabl~ 3).
However, it shouldbe empnasized that fue values listed in Table 3
provide a good first approximation of fue targets to be obtained in a
vaccination prograrnme. The reason why the observed age-related
changes in fue force of infection influence fue predicted level of
coverage relates to fue tendency for mass vaccination to shíft the age
distribution of susceptibility (Figs 15 and 16). Susceptibles who avoid
infection and vaccination mar move from an age class' with a high
force of infection into an older class with a lower rateo

In developed countries case fatalities are muro less cornrnon and
the greatest problem is morbidity and the risk of serious disease. Of
particular Goncem are infections where the risk of severe compli-
cations increases with age (Fig. 21). Whether this trend is important
depends on the quantitative details of such factors as how risk changes
with age, the average age at which the vaccine is adrninistered, the
average age at infection, and how the rate (or force) of infection
changes with age prior to the introduction of immunization (Knox
1980; Anderson and May 1983, 1985a; Anderson et al. 1987; Nokes
and Anderson 1991) (Fig.21).

Rubella and mumps are clear examples because of fue risk of
congenital rubeIla syndrome in infants bom to mothers who

Does mass vaccination always reduce disease
incidence?
The risk of complications arising from infection is often dependent
upon fue age at which exposure occurs. The newbom are particularly
vulnerable due to their immunological immaturity and are therefore
more likely to suffer morbidity and even mortality (Fig. 20).
Protection by matemally derived antibody moderates the: risk during
this time of great vulnerability but, in deveIoping countries, factors
such as malnutrition and highincidences of secon4ary 'opportunist'
infections can resuIt in high mortality rates as a result oi infant and
childhood viral and bacterial infection. In general where the risk of
serious disease is higher in the young than old people, mass
vaccination will aIways act to reduce the incidence of disease.

Fig. 20 Age-dependent mortalityassociated with infection from a variety of

childhood viruses and bacteria. (Source: MIMS 1987.)
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circulate in males and young females and create naturaUy acquired
immunity in the early years. By contrast, it has always been the case in
the United States for both boys and girls to be vaccinated at around
2 years of age, with the aim of blocking rubella virus transmission.

Mathemati"cal models predict that fue United States policy is best if

very high l~vels ofvaccinatiori "(80 to 85 per cent of each yearly cohort)
can be achieved at a young ase, while fue United Kingdom policy is
better if this cannot. be guaranteed (Fig. 22). A mixed policy is
predicted to be of additional be~efit ayer fue selective policy alone if
moderate to high levels of vaccine uptake among boys and girls can be
achieved at a young age (60 per cent) (Anderson and Grenfen 1986).

The process of using mathematical models to evaluate the impact
of a particular mass vaccination policy in a cornmunity is detailed in
Box 4, in this casé for mumps. At the time afilie introduction ofMl\1R
infant vaccination in fue United Kingdom in November 1988 such
studies as these suggested that provided moderate to high levels Df

coverage (60-65 per cent) could be achieved then fue change in policy
was unlikely to increase fue incidence of serious disease (Anderson et
al. 1987). Following fue implementation of fue MMR vaccine,
coverage rase from the level of uptake for measles vaccine at fue time
of around 70 per cent by age 2 years (the level of update for measles
vaccine at fue time) to 90 per cent within fue space of 2 years.
Thoughts have now tumed to fue required strategy for elimination of
fuese three infections and use is being made of mathematical models
to explore fue possible options, such as a two-dose schedule (Babad et
al. 1995). For rubella, and specificaIly for the issue ofwhen to remove
fue selective arm of fue vaccination strategy, we now have "fue example
froro fue Scandinavian countries to guide our policy. Data from
Finland, for example, clearly show the need to continue schoolgirl
vaccination until fue cohorts with high-Ievelimmunitythrough infant
vaccination span fue entire high-fertility age groups. Note that this
concurs with predictions roade prior to the observations becomingavailable (Nokes and Anderson 1987). .

~
"t
al
u.

Fig. 21 Age-dependent risk of complications from infection: (a) the
likelihood of fetal transmission of rubella virus with concomitant risk of
congenital rubella syndrome is directly related to age-specific fertility of
women (data for England and Wales 1985 from OPCS Monitor FMI 86/2)
(b) changes in the risk of complications from mumps infection in the United
Kingdom relative to age and sexo In addltion to meningitis and encephalitis.
males (8) may suffer orchitis (data from Anderson et aL 1987). Note here
that the term comparative risk. refers to the risk compared with other age
ctasses. (c) Measles encephalitis per 100 000 cases in the United States.
(Source: Anderson and May 1~83.)

Fig. 22 Effectiveness of different rubella immunization programmes.
Changes in the predicted case ratio (i.e. the average number of rubella
infections in pregnant women after the introduction of immunization divided
by average prevaccination number) under increasing levels of coverage for
two types of policy. namely. selective immunization of girls of average age
12 years or mass vaccination of children (aged 2 years). Low to medium
levels of uptake favour adoption of a selective immunization programme
compared with mass vaccination which has the undesirable effect of
increasing the average age at infection.

contracted rubella in their first trimester of pregnancy and the
occurrence of orchitis and the associated risk of sterility in post-
pubertal males plus infection of the central nervous system following
mumps infection. The crux of the problem relates to how mass
vaccination changes the age profile of the incidence of infection. Any
level of coverage wiI1 reduce the incidence of infection but by
increasing the average age at which those stil1 susceptible acquire
infection certain levels of coverage mar increase the incidence of
disease. The important question is whether the increase in the
proportion of cases in older people wiI1 result in an increase in the
absolute numbers of cases of serious disease.

This problem has resulted in the adoption of different vaccination
programmes against rubella (to control congenital rubella syndrome)
in different countries (TabIe 5). Until the introduction of MMR
vaccine in the United Kingdom in 1988, girls onIy were vaccinated at
an average age of around 12 years, so as to allow rubella virus to
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Table S Strategies of rubella immunization

Selective Mass cohort

Aim Eliminate rubella infettion, and so congenital rubella

Age at vaccination
,. Phitosophy

""" Boys and girls of 1-2 years

"""""""'" , (i) Reduce circulation of wild virus in community.

especially children

(ii) Lower the probability of susceptible women catching
infection via the action of herd immunity

Eliminate congenital rubella, not rubella

infection
' ..~~~~~.~.~~1.~.~~..~~~.~.5...~~~.~) (i) Build upon levels of herd immunity

attained through childhood

(ii) Reduce the proportion of susceptible

women of childbearing age

(ii) AlIow continued circulation of virus ín

male and young female segments of the

...~~~~~ti~~ Very little impact at any level of coverage

Overa[( incidence of infection (i)

(ii)

(i)Other concerns

Reduction in cases in a non-linear manner as vaccine
level increases (see Fig. 13).!~. 

~~. ~~ ~~. !~~.~~. ~~~.. ~~~~! ~~~~i~~...
Proportion of remaining cases increases in older age
classes, hence possible to increase congenital rubella
at certain levels of immunization

(ii) Herd immunity ultimately al! vaccine induced. Less

salid? No boosting of immunTty by re"exposureto

virus
,.,... , , , ,.,. "...".

Suitable if high levels of uptake can be achieved (see Fig. 22)

(i) Cannot eradicate congenital rubella

unless 100 per cent of women 'at risk'

are immune (via infection in childhhod
or immunization)

(ii) Herd immunity largely natural with
" continued re~exposure to infection and

boosting of antibody response
"""'.""""""" "" Suitable for lower levels of vaccination

coverage (see Fig. 22)
."'...""".'..., ".,."",."",

UK

Which policyl

Country (as example) USA

The strategy of pulse vaccination
The use of the alternative strategy of pulse vaccination as a method of
control of childhood vaccine-preventable diseases has gained promi-
nence in the early 1990s largely as a result of success in the Arnericas
against polio and measles (De Quadros et al. 1991). Pulse vaccination
mar be defined as the repeated application of vaccine across a wide age

range (Agur et al. 1993; Nokes and Swinton 1995) and usually takes
fue forro of vaccination days or campaigns repeated once or twice
yearly in which all children under a specmed age (e.g. 15 years) are
offered vaccine (usually irrespective ofvaccination history). Repeated
vaccination days or weeks in Central and South Arnerica have seen the
elirnination of polio from the regio~ since 1991 and very marked
reductions in measles incidence. Although a basic understanding of
fue rationale underlying pulse vaccination guided its use in the Latin

American context, there is good reason to seek greater quantitative
insight into fue underlying mechanism of action prior to advocating
more widespread use in other regions with different social patterns
and health infrastructure.

Remember that it is fue presence of a threshold density or
proportion of susceptibles in a population which enables endemic
persistence of acute vaccine-preventable infections (i.e. infections
requiring close contact to effect transmíssion and whiCh develop
lasting irnmunity following recovery). Vaccination of a fraction of an
endemic proportion susceptible lowers the effe~ve Ieproductive rate
below unity and incidence declines (this mar be quite a considerable
reduction ir a pulse is adrninistered across a wide age range). Lowering
fue number of infectious persons in the population results in a
lowering of fue force of infection acting upon susceptibles. In tum

fewer infections leads to a build-up once more in susceptible numbers
to fue threshold leve!. The principIe behind pulse vaccination Tests
upon fuese simple conditions. The airo of repeatedly puIsing is to
maintain susceptible nilmbers below fue threshold density or fraction
and thereby maintain a continua! decline in incidence (i.e. by
maintaining R < 1). In practical quantitative terms we are interested

in fue tiroing of successive pulses to achieve this objective.
The interpulse interval depends upon three factors: what fraction

of the population are snsceptible at endemic equilibrium, how much
of this susceptl"ble population is immunized as a result of fue
campaign, and how rapidly are susceptibles replenished after a
campaign. Translating these into epidemiological terms, we note that

fue proportion of the susceptible population vaccinated in a single
pulse is p'x* wherepi is thevaccinat\on coverage andx* isthe endemic
fractionsusceptible (related to the basic reprodúctive rate in fue forro
x* = lIRQ). In addition, if fue total population is approximately
constant in size, then, ignoring any further infection, fue rate of
replenishment of susceptibles by births is equal to fue death rate, IJ. =

1/1 (where 1 is life expectancy at birth). Therefore fue miniroum time
taken after pulsing to recover fue equilibrium fraction, i.e. fue

interpuIse period T v' is

Tv =p'x*L (39)

and, since x* = lIRa = AIL, we obtain

Tv=p'A (40)

(Agur et aL 1993). This gives fue common-sense result that if all
susceptibles were to be irnmunized by a pulse ofvaccine, i.e. p' = 1.0,
then fue time taken to recover fue threshold fraction would be

"~
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Box 4 Epidemiology and control of mumps virus in
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nal surveillance systems and molecular probes by which to identify fue
origins of strains in infection outbreaksand fue arrival of variants able
to circulate in fue presence ofhigh-leveJ vaccine-associated irnmunity.

Mathematical models also have a role to play in this area of
epidemiology. They facilitate fue assessment oE fue impact of mass
vaccination prograrnmes through their predictive capability, where
suitable outcome indicators may not be available (e.g. infections with
poor differential diagnosis) or mar only be measurable many years
after a prograrnme has beglin (e.g. hepatitis B virus and fue occurrence
ofhepatic disorders). In addition, models can be used to explore fue
potential (and fue time course) for strain variants to establish
themselves in highly vaccinated populations, where they would
otherwise normally be out-competed by a dominan~ (higher Ro)
strain, for which irnmunity through vaccination is more solido

Changes in sexual behaviour and the
transmission of sexually transmitted infections
The current pandemic of HIV and AIDS, and fue absence of effective
drugs and a vaccine to combat infection, has focused much attention
in recent years on how to induce changes in sexual behaviour vía
education and media publicity campaigns to slow fue spread of
infection. The most important behaviour relevant to fue rate of spre~d
is fue distribution of fue rates of acquiring new sexual partners within
a defined population (Fig. 8). A major characteristic ofthis behaviour
is fue heterogeneity between individuals within a given community. A
central question in this problem is whether it is best to aim health
educational prograrnmes at fue whole population, with fue aim of
reducing average rates of sexual-partner change or whether it is best to
target education at high-risk groups such as those with very high rates
of sexual-partner change (in either ~alehomosexual or heterosexual
cornmunities). This is a complicated question and its resolution
depends, in part, on a detailed quantitative knowledge of fue pattem of
sexual behaviour within a given population. However, simple math-
ematical models can help to provide some clues to fue resolution of
this issue. Df particular importance in understanding fue dynamics of
transmission of HIV is determining how sexual behaviour int1uences
fue magnitude ofthe basic reproductive rate, Ro. As discussed earlier,
for a sexually transmitted disease sucl1 as HIV, the magnitude of Ro is
(in simple terms) defined by fue probability qf transmission per
partner contact, B, multiplied by fue effective rate of sexual-partner
change, c, multiplied by fue average duration of infectiousness, D, oí
an infected persono As noted earlier fue variance in fue rate of
sexual-partner acquisition is typically mucl1larger in value than fue
mean and, hence, those with high rates of partner cl1ange playa
disproportionate role (relative to their proporrlonal representation
within a sexually active population) in fue spread of infection (Fig.
14). This simple theoretical result suggests that greater benefit is to be
gained (iti terms of reducing Ro) by targeting education at those with
higher than average rates of sexual-partner cl1ange. In practice fue
identification of such individuals is problematic in fue absence of
detailed survey data that relate this behaviour to other characteristics.
The surveys of sexual behaviour that have been completed to date
showa strong age dependency (with young adults having fue highest
rates of sexual-partner change) but little else of help in identifying
correlates (ACSF 1992; Johnson et aL 1992). However, attendees at
sexually transmitted disease clinics are an important target group,
since sexually transmitted diSeases other than HIV are more fre-
quently present among those with high rates of partner change. Small

equivalent to fue average age at infection. The higher fue average age at
infection, that is ~e lower fue transmission potential of fue infection,
fue higher fue endemic fraction susceptible and fue consequent
increase in fue permitted interval between pulses. An observation
from this analysis is that it is possible to elirninate an infection using a
pulse vaccination proportion, p', which is less than fue criticallevel of
coverage predicted to be required for a continuous immunization
process. The reason for this is that by vaccinating repeatedly across an
age range, SOlDe individuals will receive multiple opportunities to
receive fue vaccine ánd there is therefore a build-up of vaccine-
induced immunity with increasing age.

One complication that ought to be considered is fue effect of
combining a routine vaccination prograrnme with a pulse regime
(Nokes imd Swinton 1995). Clearly, if a fraction of susceptibles are
being vaccinated at or near to birth, then fue rate of replenishment of

susceptibles following a pulse will be lowered. It may be shown that,
provided that fue vast majority of individuals acquire immunity some
time during their lives, fue interpulse period in fue presence of a
routine vaccination prograrnme in which a proportion p are vacci-
nated is

Tv = p'A/(1- p). (41)

In other words fue pulse interval is lengthened in direct relation to fue
new fraction ofbirths which are suséeptible, (1 -p).

Major simplifying assumptions underlie fuese simple relationships
for the interpulse periodo It is assurned that a proportion p' of
susceptibles of anyage are vaccinated and that on successive occasions
each individual in a population has the same likelihood of being
vaccinated. Such assumptions entail that fue expressions given

provide simple guidelines to aid understanding. Models of greater
complexity are required which expand upon these ideas to give more
practical guidelines (Nokes and Swinton 1995).

Monitoring the impact of control programmes
There is an ever-growing need to establish a co-ordinated surveillance
prograrnme to monitor the impact of control prograrnmes against
microparasitic infections(Nokes and Cutts 1993). The needs indude
fue following.

1. To establish fue impact of a specified control prograrnme on a
particular outcome variable, such as incidence of infection. This is
of increasing importance as control prograrnmes near their goals
of elimination, where indicators of process, such as yaccination
coverage, simply do not relate well enough to outcome.

2. To establish fue accuracy of outcome indicators, such as notifi-
cations of infectious disease, fue efficiency of which cornmonly
fal1 off dramatica1ly as incidence declines. This is crucial to the
identification of outbreaks (and perhaps areas of low vaccine
uptake) and to fue validation oí elimination targets, for example
surveillance oí acute tlaccid paralysis as a marker for

poliomyelitis.
3. To monitor the appearance of wild-type variants, either intro-

duced from other countries, or which have gained selective
advantage ayer persisting strains in ~e presence ofhigh selective
pressure of vaccination or chemotherapy.

Various modero tools are now at our disposal to assist in this
process. For example, saliva antibody assays which are being used to
confirm clinical diagnoses and mar be useful in establishing longitudi-
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changes in behaviour in fue highly sexualIy active are likely to have a
majar impact on the prevalence of sexualIy transmitted diseases in a

community.

Conclusion
We have glossed ayer much detail and ignored many complications in
model formulation and analysis in this chapter. The interested reader
is therefore urged to consult the so urce references. Our aim has been
to define, as simply as possible, the central concepts underpinning the
study of the transmission dynamics of infectious diseases and the
majar conclusions !hat have emerged from the development and
analysis of mathematical models of transmission and control. ,

The recent convergence of mathematical theory and observatioh in
epidemiology has created a powerful set of tools for the study of the
population biology of infectious diseas,e agents. At present the
potential value of these techniques is not widelyappreciated by public
health scientists and medical personnel. Many people have rightly
criticized models that pursue,.the ma.thematics for its own sake,
making only perfunctory attempts to relate the firidings to epidemi-
ological data. But there is a converse danger which is less widely
understood. The complexities,pf the course of infection within an
individual and its spread between people are sucli that years of clínical
experience andthe most refinedintuition will not always yield reliable
insights into the factors that control fue transmission dynamics of a
given infectious agent and how fuese are intluenced by perturbations
introduced by control measures. Moreover, insensitive use of a
computer will not always help in understanding these problems, for if
a computer is given inappropriate instruction it will usually give
inappropriate answers. What is needed, in our view, is increased
collaboration between epidemiologists and mathematicians, with fue
models being founded on data (and with their predictions being tested
against available facts) and with verbal hypotheses being íounded on
clear mathematical statements of the assumptions. We hope that fue
contents of this chapter stimulate interest in this goal.
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